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Pacific Gas and Electric Company 77 Beale Street
San Francisco, CA 94106

415I972 7000
TWX910.372.6587

James 0. Shiffer
Vice President

Nuclear Power Generation

July 18, 1989

PG&E Letter No. DCL-89-191

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Hashington, D.C. 20555

Re: Docket No. 50-275, OL-DPR-80
Docket No. 50-323, OL-DPR-82
Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2
Probabi listic Risk Assessment

Gentlemen:

As requested by the NRC Staff in a meeting on June 13-14, 1989, PG&E

is submitting the enclosed additional information pertaining to the
Diablo Canyon probabilisti c risk assessment (PRA). Enclosure 1

provides additional PRA information for the maintenance duration
used in the Diesel Generator Allowed Outage Time Study, submitted on
Hay 11, 1989 in PG&E Letter DCL-89-126. Enclosure 2 consists of
Appendix F.5, Other External Events, and Appendix H.2, Data Analysis
Approach.

Kindly acknowledge receipt of this material on the enclosed copy of
this letter and return it in the enclosed addressed envelope.

J. D. Shiffer

cc: J. B. Hartin
M. H. Hendonca
P. P. Narbut
H. Rood
B. H. Vogler
CPUC
Diablo Distribution (w/o Enc.)

Enclosures
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PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC'OMPANY

DIESEL GENERATOR ALLOWED OUTAGE TIME STUDY

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

ON DG MAINTENANCE DURATION
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The maintenance duration data for diesel generators was developed by combining
in a Bayesian Update the cumulative experience from a population of nuclear
power plants with the plant specific data developed from a review of'he
Diablo Canyon operation records. The diesel generators currently have a
72-hour Allowed Outage Time (AOT). In order to estimate how diesel generation
maintenance practices might change under a 7-day AOT, the plant staff was
consulted and a point estimate of the maintenance duration was developed.

t a 0 ou

A prior maintenance duration distribution was developed through review,
analysis, and tabulation of the available generic data. The basis for this
distribution is described in the PLG proprietary data book (1). Table 1
contains the discretised prior distribution and the cumulative probability for
the diesel generator generic maintenance duration distribution. Figure 1
shows the cumulative probability distribution. The following are the
parameters of this distribution.

Percentiles

~th ~Ot ~9th
.507 6.85 23.7

osterior Mainte ance Duration Distr but on 2 our OT

The posterior maintenance duration distribution was developed by using a
Bayesian update to combine the prior distribution with plant specific data.

Information about component unavailabilities due to maintenance at Diablo
Canyon Unit 1 was found in the "Clearance Requests." The plant-specific
maintenance data was derived from a review of all switching and tagging orders
written during non-cold shutdown conditions between May 1985 and July 1986.

24 diesel generator maintenance events were found with a mean duration of 10.2
hours. The BEST4( ) computer code was used to update the prior distribution
with this plant specific data to generate a posterior distribution.

Table 2 contains the discretised posterior distribution and the cumulative
probability for the diesel generator plant specific maintenance duration
distribution. Figure 2 shows the cumulative probability distribution. The
following are the parameters of this distribution.

Percentiles

khan
10.06

~) th
9.74 10.3

The cumulative curve and the tabulated valves, may be used to estimate
the probability of a maintenance event taking a specified number of hours to
complete.

In order to estimate how DG maintenance practices at DCPP might change under a
7-day AOT, the plant staff was consulted. It was the staff's consensus that
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The cumulative curve and the tabulated valves, may be used to estimate the
probability of a maintenance event taking a specified number of hours to
complete.

a 0 a te a ce

In order to estimate how DG maintenance practices at DCPP aight change
under a 7-day AOT, the plant staff was consulted. It was the staff's
consensus that very little change in the maintenance and operations
practices and, consequently, the mean maintenance duration, is expected
with a 7-day AOT. The following key observations support this conclusion:

o Qith a DG unavailable, the ability to perform maintenance on other
systems is essentially precluded by Technical Specifications
(discussed below). This restriction can have a significant impact
on plant maintenance scheduling and planning. In general, other .

maintenance activities may be postponed until the DG is operable.
Hence, there is significant motivation to return the DG to operate
status as soon as possible.

o Technical Specification 3.8.1.1 Action Statement, part 1 requires
that if one DG is inoperable then verify that "All required
systems, subsystems, trains, components and devices that depend on
the remaining operable DG as a source of emergency power are also
operable". If these conditions are not met, then action must be
initiated within two hours to place the unit in Hot Standby. The
plant maintenance staff must assure that this 2-hour Action
Statement is met in order to avoid plant shutdown. Thus,
unforeseen equipment failures provide incentive to complete any
repair work on the inoperable DG.

o As part of its corporate goals and activities, PC&E has implemented
the INFO performance indicator program. In this regard, PG&E
management is committed to minimizing DG unavailability and
monitors DG unavailability data to assure this commitment is
implemented.

DG unavailability is a performance indicator parameter reported by
PG&E to INFO on a quarterly basis and is reviewed by PC&E senior
corporate and plant management. The data reported includes demand,
start, load-run, out-of-service durations, and hour-of-operations
data. This management commitment provides a further incentive to
minimize DG unavailability time.

Based on these considerations, changing to a 7-day AOT is not expected to
cause a significant increase in the mean DG maintenance duration. However,
to use a conservative value, an increase of six hours is assumed. Thus,
the mean maintenance duration would increase from 10 to 16 hours. In
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evaluating the system unreliability results for a 7-day AOT, a point
estimate of 16 hours was used, a distribution was not developed.

REFERENCES

1) Mosleh, A., et. al., A Data Base for Probabilistic Risk'Assessment of,
LQRs," Pickard, Lowe and Garrick, Inc., PLG-0500, 1987.

2) Pickard, Lowe and Garrick, Inc., "Bayesian Estimation Computer Code 4
(BEST4) User Manual", PLG-0460, December 1985.
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PRIOR " DISTRIBUTION

1) 2.15E+00
2) 4.24K+00
3) 6.48K+00
4) 7.25E+00
5) '.75E+00
6) 8.25E+00
7) 8.75E+00
8) 9.15E+00
9) 9.45E+00

10) 9.80E+00
ll) 1.01E+01
12) 1.04E+Ol
13) 1.08E+Ol
14) 1.12E+01
15) 1.17K+01
16) 1.22E+01
17) , 1.27E+Ol
18) 1.40E+Ol
19) 1.64E+01
20) 2.61E+01

PROBABILITY

2.12E-01
2.2DE-Ol
5.63E-02
2.54E-02
2.37E-02
2.22E-02
2.07E-02
1.18E-02
1.13E-02
1.44E-02
1.04E-02
9.97E-03
1.27E-02
1.50E-02
1.41E-02
1.33E-02
1.25E-02
4.34E-02
4.97E-02
2 '2E-01

CUMULATIVE
PROBABILITY

2.12E-01
4.31E-01
4.88E-01
5.13E-01
5.37E-01
5.59E-01
5.80E-01
5,92E-01
6.03E-01
6.17E-01
6.28E-01
6.38E-01
6.50E-01
6.65E-01
6.80E-01
6.93E-01
7.05E-01
7.49E-01
7.98E-01
1.00E+00

Table 1
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POSTERIOR DISTRIBUTION

PROBABILITY

1 ~ 43K-08
1.20E-03
3.94E-02
4.23E-02
6.01E-02
7.73E-02
9.12E-02
5.91E-02
6.07E-02
8.11E-02
5.91E-02
5.65E-02
6.96E-02
7.59E-02
6.25E-02
4.93E-02
3.74E-02
6.60E-02
1.13E-02
4.55E-07

CUMULATIVE
PROBABILITY

1.43E-08
1.20E-03
4.06E-02
8.29E-02
1.43E-01
2.20E-01
3.11E-Ol
3.71E-01
4.31E-01
5.12E-01
5.72E-01
6.28E-01
6.98E-01'.74E-01

8.36E-01
8.85E-01
9.23E-01
9.89E-01
1.00E+00
1.00E+00

Table 2
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F.5 OTHER EXTERNAL EVENTS

F.5.1 ANALYSIS OF AIRCRAFT CRASH AND OTHER FALLING OBJECTS

F.5.1.1 Introduction

An analysis of the risk from aircraft crashes on the Dii|blo Canyon

Nuclear Power Plant (DCNPP) is presented here. The annual freouency of

aircraft impact on various critical structures is provided, and the

conseauences of such impacts are studied. This section also presents a

discussion of the hazard from other falling objects.

F.5.1.2 - Descri tion of Air orts and Airwa s

Tnere is one airport at San Luis Obispo (SLO) and 'there are several

airways in the vicinity of DCNPP (see Figure F.5.1-1). The airport is a

general aviation county airport with some scheduled commercia 1 service.

The airways include low-level federal airways used by small oeneral

aviation type aircraft, high-level jet routes used by large air carriers,

and military training routes used by fighter type aircraft.

San Luis Obispo County Airport is located approximately 12.5 miles

east-northeast of DCNPP. The airport has two asphalt runways: a smaller =

one measuring 3,529 feet by 100 feet, and a larger one measuring

4,799 feet by 150 feet.. SLO is primarily a general aviation type

airport. The airport manager estimated a total of 214,000 operations

(one operation is one landino or one takeoff) in 1986. Approximately

10" of these were scheduled commercial flights. The largest commercial

1634P0705bb
F.5.1-1
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aircraft normally accoeedated are 19-passenger, 14,000-pound maximum

weight planes (Reference F.5.1-1). The Federal Aviation Administration

(FAA) estimates that 5,840 flights per year operate randomly in the

vicinity of the airport (Reference F.5.1-2). There were

190 single-engine aircraft and 35 Nulti-engine aircraft based there in

1986 (Reference F.5.1-3). According to Refer ence F.5.1-4, the majorit v

of approaches to the airport use a route that is approximately 8 mile

away from OCNPP and is separated from the site by the surrounding coastal

mountains. An infrequently used approach route passes within 4 miles of

the site and is not shielded by the mountains. The aircraft using this

latter route maintain an altitude of at least 3,000 feet near the plant.

Of the 214,000 total operations, only those using the approach route near

the plant present a possible hazard. Assuming that 50» of operations are

approaches for landinas at the airport, this reduces the potential number

G operations to 107,000. Assumina that only 1» of landings use the

aporoach rOute near the plant, the number of operations that can present

a hazard to the olant is 1,070 per year.

J6/5G1 and J8a/126 are high altitude jet routes used by large comme cial

air carriers. Aircraft using these routes travel at altitudes of, at

least 18,000 feet. The FAA estimates that 59,495 flights per year use

route J6/501 and that 28,105 flights per year use route J88/126

(Reference F.5.1-2).

V27 and V113 are low altitude federal airways. They are used primarily

by general aviation type aircraft. Aircraft using these airways travel

at altitudes below 18,000 feet. The FAA estimates that 10,200 flights

1634P070588
F.5.1-2





per year use V27 and that 5,840 flights per year use V113

(Reference F.5.1-2).

There is an offshore FAA test route located about 1 mile offshore from

the plant and approximately parallel to Federal Airway V27. This route

is new and has not yet appeared'on aeronautical charts. This route

services aircraft from the San Francisco Bay Area to.the Los Angeles

Basin Area. Aircraft using this route are commercial jet aircraft and

high performance turbo-props. Flight is restricted between 16,000 feet

and 24,000 feet. The FAA estimates 28,280 flights per year use this

route (Reference F.5.1-5).

Morro Bay VORTAC is located about 7 miles east-northeast of OCNPP. The

FAA estimates 5,840 flights per year operate randomly within 10 miles of

this VORTAC (Reference F.5. 1-2).

There are two military training routes in the vicinity of the plant.

These are VR249 and IR203. Both are operated by the U.S. Navy. VR249

handled 140 flights in 1986 according to Reference F.5.1-6. A "flight"
usually involves one to two aircraft. In this analysis, we will assume

an average value of 1.5 aircraft per flight, resulting in a total of

210 aircraft. The aircraft that use VR249. are mainly tactical jets

(F-14, F-4, A-4, T-6, and T-38). The heaviest aircraft that use VR249

are the F-14s. These aircraft can weigh up to 60,000 pounds. The

altitude bounds of VR249 are 3,000 feet and 5,000 feet. Military
training route IR203 handled 219 aircraft in 1986. Again, these were

1634P070188
F.5.1-3
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mainly tactical jets. The altitude bounds of IR203 are 7,000 feet and

12,000 feet (Reference F.5.1-7).

Helicopters are occasionally operated by the company and its contractors

at the plant site. However, helicopters of the type normally used do not

constitute a hazard to the safety-related buildings. It may however be

able to damage the main transformers or the transmission lines. A brief

analysis will show that loss of offsite power due to helicopter crashes

are small relative to other causes of loss of offsite power. It is

assumed that a helicopter that crashes near the plant wi ll crash within a

3,0OC foot diameter circle that encloses the Unit 1 main transformers.

The transformers will be conservatively modeled as a 200-foot diameter

cir: le. If the helicopter crashes within this area, it is assumed to

destroy the tranSfOrmerS..- The transmission lines within the larger

3,GOG-foot diameter circle are roughly 1,000 feet hy 100 feet.

Therefore, the conditional probability of striking either the main

transformers or the transmission lines is

[.":(100) + l,OOG '00]/"' (1,500) = 0.0186

The initiating crash frequency depends on the number of helicopter

operations per year. Me will assume 365 takeoffs and 365 Tandinas per

year. Helicopter crash rates are roughly 2 x 10 /landing or takeoff .

This gives an initiating crash frequency of 0.146 per year. Finally, the

frequency of loss of offsite power due to helicopter crash is

0.146 ~ 0.0186 = 0.0027 per year. Since loss of offsite power due to

Other CauSeS iS already 0. 135 per year, the heliCOpter COntributiOn iS

1634P070158
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small and will not be included. Furthermore, the number of helicopter

operations per year is probably quite conservative for further operations

at the plant.

Small general aviation aircraft can also be seen regularly near the

plant. These aircraft occasionally violate the FAA minimum altitude

requirements of 1,000 feet above ground level for operations over

property or people (Reference F.5.2-5). It will be estimated that there

are 1,000 such aircraft per year and that they fly at an average height

of 500 feet near the plant.

F.5.1.3 Aircraft Hazard Anal sis

F.5.1.3.1 Analytical Model

Tne frequency of aircraft crashes into different structures of tie plant
A

is estimateo using the following model (Reference F.5.1-8):

(F.5.1.1)

where

f annual frequency of impact on the kth structure
k

(events per year ).

1634 P070188
F.5.1-5
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N.. = annual number of operations of aircraft of type j to orij
from airport i or along airway i.

> crash rate of aircraft of type j (accident/mile flown).j

d. = distance traveled by the aircraft while the plant site isj
within its potential impact area (miles).

A = potential impact area for aircraft type j (souare miles).

Ak. = effective impact area of the kth structure of the plant

for aircraft of type j (square miles).

= number of different flight paths that take aircraft past

the site.

L = number of different types of aircraft that pass the site.

Except for the variables that are determined geometrically, all the other

variables are assigned distributions representing our state of knowledge

about their values.

The product, H'.I d , is the number of aircraft accidents ofij j
j'ypej within the defined distance segment, d ., per year that could

j'otentiallyaffect the plant from the ith airway or airport. The ratio,

A -/A ., is the probability of hitting a particular structure, given<j
pj'hat

the airCraft aCCident iS in the ViCinity Of the Site.

]634P070188
F.5.1-6
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The quantities d and A (the aircraft type index j is dropped for
P

convenience) can be calculated by assuming that any given time a crash-

initiating malfunction occurs, there is an equal probability of crash

termination anywhere in a sector of radial length gh and angular

width 4 that is located directly in front of the aircraft, ~here g is

the glide distance per unit of altitude lost and h is the altitude. The

situation is shown in Figure F.5.1-2 where b is defined as the distance

of closest lateral approach between the normal flight path of the

aircraft and the site.

'ror. Figure F.5. 1-2 it can 'be seen that the distance, d, is given by

d = (gh) - b J
2 + b/tan 8 (F.5.1.2)

Tris ouartity can be averaged over all allowable values of b. The result

15

d=2gh 2
sin (F.5.>.3)

A is the area of the sector defined by angle 4 and radius gh

(F.5.1.4)

1634P070188
F.5.1-7
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E.5.1.3.2 Crash Rates

Crash rate statistics are provided either in the form of the number of

crashes in the total number of eiles flown or the number of hours flown

by a particular type of aircraft. The latter can be converted into the

former by multiplying the number of hours. by an average speed for the

type of, aircraft under consideration.

Table F.5.1-1 shows 10 years of statistics for fatal accidents involving

air carriers (Reference F.5.1-9). The mean and variance of the annual

in-flight crash rates are 1.51 x 10 and 4.39 x 10, respectively.

Tnese values are used to fit a lognormal distribution by the matching

moments method. Other characteristics of the distribution are:

5th PerCentile : 6.95 x 10

50th Percentile: 1.39 x 10

95tt Percentile: 2.76 x 10

The accident rates for general aviation aircraft are given in

Table F.5.1-2 (Reference F.5.1-10). The classification into single and

multiple engine aircraft is due to the difference in the effects of their

impact on the plant structures. The following values characterize the

lognorma 1 distribution chosen to represent our uncertainty concerning

these rates.

1634P070188
F.5.1-8
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CRASHES PER MILE FLOMN

Characteristics
of Distribution Single Engine Multiple Engine

5th Percentile

50th Percentile

95th Percentile

Mean

1.91 x 10 7

2.27 x 10 7

2.70 x 10 7

2.28 x 10 7

5.54 x 10 8

7.14 x 10 8

9.20 x 10 8

7.23 x 10 8

The distr ibution in each case is derived hy using the mean and variance

of the crash rates, based on Table F.5.1-2, as the mean and variance of a

lo orma 1 distribution.

Tnc eras~ rates for military fighter aircraft are based on the analysis

of Referer ce F.5. 1-11. That analysis resulted in a lognorma 1

-5distiibutior for crash rate, with a mean crash rate of 2.41 x 10

-6
ac ioents per hour, a 5th perCentile of 9.30 x 10 accidents per hour,

-5
a me"ia~ of 2.12 x 10 accidents per hour, and a 95th percentile of

4 .ee x IG accidents per hour. Using a mean accident rate of-5

-5
2.41 x IG accidents per hour and assuming a cruising speed of

-8
400 miles per hour, the accident rate becomes 5.36 x 10 accidents per

mile f lown.

F.5.1.3.3 Number of Operations (N)

The number of aircraft operations is given in Section F.5. 1. 1. General

aviation aircraft are assumed to be composed of 80% sinqle-enoine and

1634P070luu
r.5.1 9
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20~ multi-engine aircraft unless data were available that indicated

otherwise. Of the 5,840 aircraft operating randomly near SLO, the

single-engine planes are out of glide range of the plant and are hence

excluded from the analysis. This is based on an assumed glide ratio of

17 to 1 and an initial height of 3,000 feet. Multi-engine planes usually

operate higher than single-engine planes, and are judged to be within

glide range of the plant. Half of these planes, however, would be

heading away from the plant when the crash initiating malfunction occurs

and their operations would not apply. Therefore, the total number of

aircraft operating randomly near SLO that could present a hazard to the

plant is 5,840 x 0.20 x 0.50 = 584.

F.5. 1.3.4 Exposure Parameters d and A
P

To quantify the exposure parameters d and A, as defined by

P'quations(F.5.1.3) anc (F.5.1.4), several other parameters (namely, q,

the glide ratio; h, the altitude; and 4, the exposure angle) are needed

for each category of aircraft.

The mean value of h for general aviation aircraft is assumed to be

3,000 feet for single-engine aircraft and 4,000 feet for multi-enaine

aircraft, except for the approach route to SLO where h is 3,000 feet for

both types. For military aircraft operating on VR249, the mean value of

h is 4,000 feet, and, for aircraft operating on IR203, the mean value of

h is 9,500 feet. For coneercial aircraft operating on J6/501 and

JBb/126, the mean value of h is assumed to be 30,000 feet. For aircraft

1634P070188
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operating on the offshore test route, the mean value of h is

20,000 feet. The relevant aircraft parameters are summarized in

Table F.5.1-3.

In this analysis, a glide ratio of 17 is used for general aviation and

comnercial aircraft, and a glide ratio of 8 is used for. military aircraft.

F.5.1.3.5 Impact Area and Fragility of Different Structures

The structures considered as targets are listed in Table F.5.1-3. The

effective impact area of a target structure is calculated as the

combination of the roof area of the structure and a "shadow" area based

On a 30'ermina l CraSh angle Of the airCraft (See Figure F.5.1-3). The

target areas are presented in Table F.5.1-4. ko credit is oiven for

sl.iel."ing by adjacent structures.

Two types of fragilities are considered. The first is the perforation

mode of damage. In this mode, the aircraft engine penetrates the

structura 1 component and enters the building or structure. The second

type of fragility is the collapse mode. In this mode, the structura l

component collapses and falls into the building with debris from the

aircraft. The fragilities are determined in terms of conditional

probability, given an aircraft str ike.

Both types of fragility depend on aircraft type, distance from

originating airport, and the wall thickness of the target. Table F.5. 1-5

1634P070188
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summarizes the fragilities used in this analysis. It is based on

Reference F.5.1-12 and the data on Table F.5.1-6.

F.5.1.4 Results of Aircraft Crash Calculations

The results of applying Eauation (F.5.1.1) are summarized in the impact

frequency column of Tables F.5.1-7, F.5.1-8, and F.5.1-9. The

perforation and collapse frequencies were arrived at by «eltiplying the

impact frequency by the appropriate fragility from Table F.5.1-5.

General aviation aircraft have a greater impact freouency on the plant

than do lar ge commercial air carriers. The effects of a general aviation

aircraft strike are, however, much smaller. The damage caused by small,

light aircraft will be confined to the local area of impact in buildings

~itr. multiple walls and floors. It is assumed that these small aircraft

can only penetrate through the first wall encountered. Larger commercia l

aircraft are assumed to destroy all contents in the building if
penetration occurs.

Nilitary aircraft flying on VR249 have sometimes been observed flying

below the assumed average height of 4,000 feet used on this analysis.

However, sensitivity analysis on the results show that even if we assume

all aircraft on VR249 fly as low as 2,000 feet, the maximum increase in

collapse and penetration frequencies will only be about 6%.

1634P070188
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As can be seen, the damage and impact frequencies are low, and, even if
we assume that any damage leads to core melt, the frequency of core melt

from aircraft crashes would be dominated by other core melt scenarios.

F.5.1.5, Hazard from Other Fa)lin Ob ects,

Potential hazards from other falling objects originated outside of the

Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant were also investigated. These included

meteorite impact and potential danger to the site from vehicles launched

from Vandenberg Air Force Base (VAFBI, located approximately 35 miles

southeast of the DCNPP site. Based on the screening analysis, the

likelihood of these sources posing any risk to the site were determined

tc be negligible and no further analysis was deemed necessary.
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TABLE F.5.1"1. AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS AND ACCIDENT RATES:
U.S. AIR CARRIERS, 1970 THROUGH 1979

Year

Number of
Fatal Accidents

Landing
In-Flight and

Takeoff

Airera ft In"Fl ightMiles flown Crash Rates*
(10 )

1970

1971

197'973

1974

l."7 5

1976

1977

1978

i&79

2,684,552

2,660,731

2,619,043

2,646,669

2,464,295

2.477,764

2,568,113

2,684,072

2,742,860

2,889,131

1 .49-9

2.25-9

1.14-9

1.89-9

2.84-9

0.40-9

0.78-9

1.49-9

1.46-9

1.36-9

~Ace>Cents per aircraft mile flown.

NOTE: Exponential notation is indicated in abbreviated form;
i.e., 1.49-9 = 1.49 x 10 ".

1635P062988:I
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TABLE F.5.1-2. FATAL ACCIDENT RATES
FOR U.S. GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT

Year

Fatal Accident Rates
per Hiles Flown

Single
Engine

Hultiple All TypesEngine

Ii7S 2. G2- I

1972 2.63-7

1973 2.52-'7

1974 2.45-7

1975 2.30-7

1976 2.02-7

1977 2.03-7

8.7-8

8.2-8

7.6-8

6.9-8

6.4-8

5.1-8

7.7-8

2.11-7

2.09-7

1.88-7

1.71-7

1.66-7

1.59-7

1.59-7

NOTE: Exponential notation is indicated
in abbreviated form;
i.e., 2.63-7 = 2.63 x 10 7.

1635P062988: 2
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TARI,I F.5.1-3. AIRCRAFT PARAKFTFRS

I ter

Afr
Carrier

I

(j 1)

Afr
Carrfer

II
(j ~ ?)

Cenrral Avfation

5 fngle Single Hu1 tf- ffultf- Nilftary Nflf tary
Engfne I Fnqine II Engfne I Engine II I II
(j'3) (j~4) (j~5) (j 6) (j 7) (j 81-

gj (glide ratio)

hj (feet)

lj (radfans)

(one per rile)
dj (rile)

Apj (square rile)
ffefght (pounds),

Kff for path i
Toperations per year):

17 17 17 17 17 17

30,000 20,000

96.59091 64.39394

3,000

9.659091 1.609848

3,000

9.659091

4,000

12.87879 6.050606

9,500

14 '9394

1.51-9 1.51-9 2.28-7 2.28-7 7.23-8 7.23% 5.35% 5.35%

75.86P32 50.57488 7.586?32 1.26l372 7.58623P 10.11l98 i.759989 11.30l97

14,655.22 6,5'I3.432

>100,000 >1 00,000

146. 5522 4.070895 146. 5522 260.5373 57.69683 325.4l62

<12,500 <12,500 <12,500 <12,500 60,000

3.141593 3.141593 3.141593 3.141593 3.141593 3.141593 3.141593 3.1 ~ 1593

J6/501 (f~1)

J881126 (i 2)

V27 (f~3)

V113 (f<4)

SLO Randor (i~5)

SLO Approach (i 6)

Korro Bay Randor (f~7)

Offshore Test Route (f~8)

VR 249 (f<9)

IR 203 (i%10)

Lee Flights over Plant (f~ 11)

59,495

28,105

76,280

0

8,160

4,672

856

4,672

1,000

214

2,040

1,168

584

1 o168

210

219

NOTE: Exponential notatfon fs fndfcated fn ahhrrvfated form; f.r., 1.51-9 ~ 1.51 x 10

I635P062988:3





TABLE F.5.1-4. WIT 1 TARGET AREAS

Target

Area
(square feet)

ref Mal 1

Area
(square efles)

hef Mall

Effee tfve~

Target Area
(square af les)

Turbfne Bufldfng - Bein> 110 Feet

luxf1 fary buf1 ding

51,708 20,460

3,06813,806

1.855-3

1.855-3

4.952<

Conta fnaent

Fuel Handlfng Bufldfng

Outdoor Mater Storage Tanks

Intake Structure

Hain Transfo~rs

24,336 35,880 8.729-4

14,168 18,975 5.082-4

10,600 8,000

16,200 2,835

3,600 3,600

3.802-4

5.811-4

1.291-4

Turbfne Bufldfng - Ibove 140 Feet 51,708 29,760 1.067-3

7.339<

1.100-4

1.287-3

6.806%

2.870-4

1.017-4

1.291 -4

3.704-3

3.126-3

6.858-4

3.102-3

1.687-3

8.773-4

7. 572-4

3.528-4

~Roof Area ~ Mall Area/Tan (30 degrees)

NOTE: Exponential notation fs indicated fn abbrevfated fore; f.e., 1.855-3 ~ 1.855 x 10

1635P 062988: 4
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TABLE F.5.1-5. FRAGILITY OF TARGETS

Collapse
Fragility

Perforation
Fragility

Target
Heavy Light Heavy Light

Aircraft* Aircraft Aircraft* Aircraft
J~l)2)6 ' $ ~3 5 J~1 ~ 2~6 ' )~3 5

Turbine Building Above 140 Feet

Turbine Building Below 140 Feet

Auxiliary Building

Containment

Fuel handlinc Building

Oitccor I:ater Storage Tanks

Intake Structure

t'.ain Transformers

.86

.86

.Be

.86

.5

.84

~ 4

.06

.009

.52

.06

«hcavy aircraft are greater than 12,500 lbs.

]oi5Pua2988:5
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TABLE F.5.1"6. MALL THICKNESS OF TARGETS

Target

Concrete
Thickness

(inches)

Roof Mall

Thickness Used
To Determine
Fragilities

Turbine Building Above 140 Feet

Turbine Building Below 140 Feet

Auxiliary Building

Containment

Fuel Handling Building

Outdoor h'ater Storage Tanks

Intake Structure

f,ain Transformers

Nil Kil

18-40

30

36

44

18-24

Nil

12-36

24

Nil

10-12* 16-29 10

18

30

~rlccr. thickness.

1635FUo2988:6
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TABLE F,5.1-7 STRUCTURES CONSIOEREO AND
IMPACT FREOUFNCIES BY tARGET - ALL TYPES

Structure Impact Area
(square miles)

Mean Impact
Frequency

(impacts per year)

Mean Mean
Collapse Perforatfon
Frequency Frequency
(per year) (per year)

Turbfne Bufldfng Above 140 Feet

Turbfne Bufldfng Bein> 140 Feet

Auxflfary Bufldfng

Contafnient

Fuel Handlfng Bufldfng

Outdoor Nater Storage Tanks

Intake Structure

Hain Transformers

3.704-3

3.126-3

6.858-4

3.102-3

1.687-3

8.773-4

7.572-4

3.528-4

I.I28-6

1.077-6

2.089-7

9.448-7

5.138-7

2.672-7

2.306-7

1.074-7

6,316-8

4.584-8

1.006-8

4.549-8

2,877-8

1.411"7

1.110-8

1.074-7

1.128-6

4.629-7

2.353-8

5.246-8

5.138-7

1.461-7

2.598-8

1,074-7

Note: Exponentfal notatfon fs fndfcated in abbreviated form; f.e., 3.704-3 3.704 x 10-3,

1635P062988:7
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TABLE F.5.1.8. STRUCTURES CONSIOEREO ANO

IMPACT FREOUENCIES BY TARGET - GENFRAL AVIATION

Structure Impact Area
(square mf les)

Mean Impact
Frequency

(fmpacts per year)

Mean

Collapse
Frequency
(per year)

Nean
Perforatfon

Frequency
(per year)

Turbfne Bufldfng Above 140 Feet

Turbfne Bufldfng Below'40 Feet

Auxflfary Bufldfng

Contafnment

Fuel Handlfng Bufldfng

Outdoor Mater Storage Tanks

Intake Structure

Mafn Transformers

3.704-3

3.126-3

6.858-4

3.102-3

1.687-3

8.773-4

7.572-4

3.528-4

1.119-6

1.070-6

2,073-7

9.375-7

5.099-7

2.651-7

2.289-7

1.066-7

5.453-8

3.958-8

8.684-9

3.928-8

2.484-8

1.390-7

9,588-9

1.066"7

1.119-6

4.556-7

2,193-8

. 4.639-8

5.099-7

1.441-7

2.421-8

1.066-7

NOTE: Exponentfal notatfon fs fndfcated fn abbrevfated form', f.e., 3.704-3 3.704 x 10 3.

1635P062988:8
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TABLE F.5.1.9. STRUCTURES CONSIOEREO ANO

IMPACT FREOUENCIES BY TARQ: I - AIR CARRIER AND MILITARY

Structure

Turbine Building Above 140 Feet

Turbine Building Below 140 Feet

Auxiliary Building

Containment

Fuel Handling Building

Outdoor Mater Storage Tanks

Intake Structure

Hain Transformers

Impact Area
(square miles)

3.704-3

3.126-3

6.858-4

3.102-3

1.687-3

8.773-4

7.572-4

3.528-4

Hean Impact
Frequency

(impacts per year)

8.627-9

7.281-9

1.597-9

7.226-9

3.930-9

2.043-9

1.764-9

8.22-10

Mean
Collapse
Frequency
(per year)

8,627-9

6.262-9

1.374-9

6.214-9

3.930-9

2.043"9

1.517-'

8.22-10

Mean
Perforation

Frequency
(per year)

8,627-9

7.281"9

1.597-9

.6.069-9

3,930-9

2.043-9

1.764-9

8,22"10

NOTE: Exponential notation fs indfcated in abbreviated form; i.e., 3.704"3 3.704 x 10 3.

1635P062988:9





V113

VR2i9

V27

TEST
ROUTE

DIABLO CANYO
NUCLEAR
POWER PLANT

MORRO BAY
VORTAC

SAN LUIS OBISPO
COUNTY AIRPORT

TEST
ROUTE

VR249

PACIFIC OCEAN

MILES
10

FIGURE F.5.1-1. AIRPORTS AND AIRWAYS NEAR THE SITE
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AIRCRAFT
~FACTORY

ASLANT LOCATION
ALONG THIS LINE

AIRCRAFT
TRAJECTORY

//
/

~LANTLOCATION
ALONG THIS LINK

FIGURE F.5.1-2. GEOMETRY FOR IMPACT PROBABILITY MODEL
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A'

= ab

A' (az)/tan Q

GLIDE ANGLE OF AIRCRAFT (ASSUMED.Q 30')

A" + A'FFECTIVE TARGET AREA

FIGURE F.5.1-3. CALCULATION OF EFFECTIVE TARGET AREA
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F.5.2 EXTERkAL FIRES

A review of the plant layout shows that the hazard to the plant from

external fires is not significant except for the hillside area to the

east of the plant. This was reconfirmed in a plant visit by the analysts

of this external event. A fire from brush near the 230-kV switchyard

occurred in l982 during construction (Reference F.5.8-1). Santa Ana

winds were present at the time. Under these conditions, hot winds blow

from the hills toward the ocean. These winds carried the smoke and

products of combustion to the plant site, approximately 1,500 feet away

to the southwest. Smoke detectors at the plant picked up the smoke and

generated alarms at the control room. The operators then sucessfully

isolated the control room. This protected the operators from the smoke.

Since the smoke detectors at the plant were detecting and alarming the

presence of smoke, there was the possibility of a fire occurring

somewhere at the plant and going unnoticed, at least initially. To guard

against this danger, watches were placed in the plant for fire

surveillance. There was also concern that cinders in the wind might set

the temporary onsite trailers on fire. Therefore, watches were placed

there also.

The initial fire at the 230-kV switchyard occurred in the evening. Power

from the 230-kV lines was,lost the next morning because of the smoke from

the fire. The 500-kV.lines were also lost later that morning when an

aerial tanker plane dropped flame retardant on the lines in an effor t to

suppress the fire beneath. The 500-kV lines were energized, and the fire

1660P070188
F.5.2-1
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retardant material caused phase to phase and phase to ground arcing to

occur .

Power to the plant was then supplied by diesel generators until the fire
was put out. After the fire, the power lines were inspected, and no

aajor damage was found except for burned silicone insulators, which were

replaced. A fire of this magnitude is unlikely to reoccur since the

brush that supplied the fuel for the fire was removed by the fire
itself. The brush near the 230-kV switchyard was very heavy before the

f ire occurred. However, to guard even further against this hazard, a

program of controlled burning is being implemented to keep brush growth

down. Brush fires elsewhere around the plant itself are not expected to

be significant because of the limited amount of brush and the large

cleared area surrounding the plant site.

I evertheleSS, if an eXternal fire Of the 1982 type and magnitude Were tO

reoccur at the site, the most likely impact would be limited to loss of

offsite power. This type of event is considered as a contributor to the

loss of offsite power initiating event, which is quantified and analyzed

separately.

Based on the above discussion, it is judged that the hazard from external

fires to the plant is remote and bounded by other core damage scenarios.

REFERENCES

F .5.2-1. Kohout, R., Pacific Gas and Electric Company, personal
communication, February 1988.
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F.5.3 TURBINE MISSILES HAZARD

F.5.3.1 Introduction

Missiles that eight be generated in the event of turbine failure can

potentially damage safety-related systems. In this section, the

. likelihood of generating turbine missiles is estimated, and the most

probable consequences are analyzed.

Tne fundamental equation used to find the annual frequency, f, of serious

damage to a specific system is

f = f) f2 '3 (F.5.3. 1)

where f is the annual frequency of missile generation due to turbine

failur e; f2 is the conditional probability of a missile striking a

barrier to an essential system, given that a turbine missile has been

generated; and f3 is the conditiona 1 probability of penetratinq the

barrier, striking system components, and causing unacceptable damage to

the system, given that a missile strikes the barrier.

F.5.3.2 Frequency of Turbine Missile Generation, f)

The Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant (DCNPP) uses Westinghouse

Corporation turbine generators. Westinghouse has performed an analysis

to determine the frequency of turbine missile generation, based on

turbine va lve test frequency (Reference F.5.3-1). Bush and Heasler

)637P070)88
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(Reference F.5.3-2) have also estimated the frequency of turbine missile

generation by the analysis of statistical records of failures relevant to

turbine generators of the type used in nuclear power plants. The

frequency given by Bush and Heasler is greater than those given in

Reference F.5.3-1. To be conservative, Bush and Heasler's results

(Table F.5.3-1) will be used in this analysis.

As can be seen from Table F.5.3-1, there are two general categories of

turbine missile releases: (1) failure at or near operating speed and

(2) overspeed failure. Each category has its own failure freouency.

F.5.3.3 Conditional Probability of Missile Impact, f2

To obtair f2, the conditional probability of a missile striking a

barrier to an essential system, given turbine failure, one must analyze

the behavior of potential missiles ejected from the turbine, taking into

account the kinetic energy and possible trajectories of the missiles and

the location of potential barriers.

Detailed analysis of the impact frequencies was beyond the scope of this

screening analysis. Instead, the simple method of Reference F.5.3-3 is

used in conjunction with conservative assumptions to achieve a boundinq

ana lys i s.

Potential missiles are assumed to fall into the categories of hiqh

trajectory or low trajectory. Reference F.5.3-3 provides the following

1637P070188
F.5.3-2





simple approximations for the impact frequency of missiles in the two

categories:

High Trajectory f H

2

"
220 roofX—

82 8) 4
(F.5.3.2)

Low Trajectory ~ f
2

9.1 Mal 1X—
2- 1 d

(F.5.3.3)

where

= missile velocity at ejection (m/s).

d = distance of the target from turbine axis (m).

A f = roof area of the target (m ).2
roof

A ll = wall area of the target (m ).2
wall

= hor izontal angular deviation of the missile (degrees).

82 and 8> are two bounds beyond which missile,distribution

is assumed to be zero. Uniform missile distr ibution is

assumed for angles between 82 and

Based on review of the plant layout and turbine orientation, and assuming

realistic values of 82 and Oy (82 8y 25 ) the following barriers

1637P070188
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to essential systems and direct system components are targets for high

trajectory missiles (HTH) and for low trajectory missiles (LTN):

HTM Targets LTH Targets

Containment Building

Aux i 1 iary Building

Fuel Handling Building

Outdoor Mater Storage Tanks

Turbine Building Elevation 140'eck

Containment Building

Auxiliary Building

Fuel Handling Building

To calculate f2 using Equations (F.5.3.2) and (F.5.3.3), values of

, and A are calculated for each of the above taroets. Onlyroof wa 1 1

that portion of the target building that is within the ejection angles,

-"> anC -"2, is included. For high trajectory missiles, the following

ejection velocities are considered, corresponding to failures at

operating speed as well as to overspeed failures.

F a i 1ur e Hode Ejection Velocity (m/s )

'peratingSpeed

Overspeed

91

155

These values are estimated from Reference F.5.3-4.

Tables F.5.3-2 and F.5.3-3 summarize the results of the f2 calculations
C

for the high and low trajectory missiles resoectively.

1637P070188
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F.5.3.4 Turbine Missile Fragility of Structures, f3

ln general, such thick, reinforced concrete walls and roofs as those in

place in nuclear power plants provide a powerful barrier against

turbine-generated missiles. The likelihood of perforation or back

scabbing for a missile depends on such missile characteristics as weight,

ejection speed, shape, angle of ejection, and angle of impact and on such

target characteristics as concrete thickness, degree of reinforcement,

etc.

Some full-scale concrete impact tests indicate that, for typical turbine

missiles, 4 to 5-foot thick concrete walls show no perforation or back

sca>ring (Reference F.5.3-5). Scale model test (1/ll) of 4.5-foot thick

heavily reinforced wall (Reference F.5.3-6) also indicates that such

walls can contain missiles of an impact velocity of up to 65C feet oer

secc'd ( 19& meters per second).

Test results from Reference F.5.3-6 show that 3.5-foot thick walls will

contai~ a 3,250-pound turbine missile at an impact velocity as hiql as

650 feet per second. When the missile weight is increased to

4,000 pounds, it will be contained for a velocity of 520 feet per second

( 159 meters per second), but perforation will occur at an impact velocity

of 650 feet per second.

The OCNPP containment building has side walls that are 3.67 feet thick;

based on the above discussions, it is judged that perforation from a low

trajectory missile on the side wall would be highly unlikely. However,

1637P070188
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to be conservative in this analysis, we will assume the following

(lognormal) distribution of f3 for missile penetration of the

containment building by a low trajectory missile:

5th percentile 0.01

50th percentile 0.05

95th percentile ~ 0.25

Mean ~ 0.08

For high trajectory missiles on the containment bui lding and other

concrete structures listed in Section F.5.3.3, we will use a hitcher

likelihood of penetration because of thinner roof thicknesses. For those

structures, the following distribution (truncated lognormal) will be used

for f3'.

5th percentile = 0.50

95th percentile = 0.95

= 0.70

It will also be assumed that f3 = 1 for the fuel handling building and

the outdoor water storage tanks.

The auxiliary building can only be hit at a glancing angle of 25'rom

the horizontal by low trajectory missiles. The walls are 3 feet thick.

It is judged that a turbine missile will have little chance of

1637P070188
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penetrating the auxiliary building side walls. The following

distribution is conservatively assumed for this case:

5th percentile ~ 0.01

50th percentile ~ 0.05

95th percentile ~ 0.25

Bean ~ 0.08

F.5.3.5 Turbine Missile Scenarios

The mean annual frequency of damage to different structures due to

turbine missile strike are listed in Table F.5.3-4. Frequency is

calculated from Equation (F.5.3.1) by using the appropriate n umbers for

fi f
2

and f
3

for operating speed or overspeed condi tions ~ and for

high and lo» trajectory missiles. The total damage frequency for each

structure is obtained by adding the contribution of each trajectory and

speed category to get the total damage frequency for each structure.

Is can be seen, the frequency of damage due to turbine missiles is quite

low and even if we assume that any damage results in core melt this

hazard is still dominated by other core melt scenarios.

F.5.3.6 References
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TABLE F.5.3-1. ESTIMATE OF -THE MEAN
ANNUAL FREQUENCY OF TURBINE MISSILE

GENERATION

Fa)1ure Node

Operatjna Speed Overspeed
(f1) (f1')

Tota1

1.1 x '10-4 4.3 x 10-5 1.6 x 10"4
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TABLE F.5.3-2. CONDITIONAL FREQUENCY
OF IMPACT FOR HIGH TRAJECTORY MISSILES

Target Roof Area (m )

Conditional
Iapact Frequency

Operating Speed Overspeed

Containment Building

Auxiliary Building

Fuel Handling Building

Outdoor Mater Storage
Tanks" (per tank)

Turbine Building
Elevation 140'eck

1.78+3

1.28+3

1.01+3

1.17+2

1.95+3

1.14-4

8.21-5

6.48-5

7,51-6

1.25-4

1.36-5

9.76-6

7.70-6

8.92"7

1.49-5

*Primary Mater Storage Tank
Condensate Storage Tank
Refueling Water Storage Tank
Transfer Storace Tank/Firewater Tank

NOTE: Exponential notation is indicated in abbreviated forr';
i.e., 1.79+3 = 1.78 x 10~.
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TABLE F.5.3-3. CONDITIONAL FREQUENCY
OF IMPACT FOR LOW TRAJECTORY MISSILES

Target Distance from Conditional
Turbine Axis (m) Impact Freouency

Containment Building

Auxiliary Building

Fuel Handling Building

8.12+2

2.60+2

.3.02+2

29.0

48,8

76.2

1.76-1

1.99"2

9.47-3

NOTE: Exponentia1 notation is indicated in abbreviated form;
i.e., 8.12+2 = 8.12 x 102.
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TABLE F.5.3-4. ANNUAL FAFOUFNl:Y OF TURRJHF. MISSTLF. PENETRATIOH

Tarqet
High Tra.factory Lrw Tra fectory

Operating Spe~d Overspend Operatfnq Speed Overspend Tota1

Contafnment Buf1dfng

Auxf1fary Bufldfnq

Fue1 Hand1fng Buf1dfng

Outdoor Mater Storage
Tanks

Turbine Buf1dfng
Elevation 140'eck

8.79-9

6.32-9

7.13-9

8.26-10

9.63-9

4.08-10

2.94-10

3.31-10

3.84-11

4,47"10

1.55-6

1,75-7

1.04-6

6.05-7

6,85-8

4.07-7

2,16-6

2.50-7

1.46-6

8.64-10

1.01-8

NOTE: Exponentfa1 notation fs indicated fn abhrevfated form; f.e., 8.79-9 8.79 x 10"9.
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F.5.4 SHIP IMPACT ANALYSIS

F.5.4. I Introduction

The plant intake structure, which houses. the safety-related auxiliary

saltwater pumps, is located on the coastline. This section analyzes the

potential hazard to the intake structure and the auxiliary saltwater

system (ASM) from maritime vessels.

There are several conceivable ways a ship could present a hazard to the

plant. A ship that approaches the breakwaters will probably run aground

and stop. If this occurs, the damage to the plant will be minimal ana

will not involve core damaoe. However, the function of the ASl pumps may

".e impaired if the ship grounds in the open channel area ana if in

settl in= into this area it manages to seal off the cove from the ocean.

Tne cove contains a large but finite supply of water, which may not be

enougr to supply the ASK pumps for the required time to safely shut dowr

tne plant.

Another scenario involves a large ship traveling at high speed. Such a

ship might not be stopped by the breakwater on impact. It may be

possible for it to break through a section of the breakwater and continue

into the intake cove area. If it hits the intake structure, it may

damage the ASK pumps or block the flow of water into the structure.

1657P071988
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Another possibility is based on the observed availability of the

breakwaters. From Reference F.5.4-1, the breakwaters were in a damaged

state for approximately 2 years from the fall of 1981 to the fall of 1983

because of storm damage. The original Diablo Canyon breakwaters were

built in 1971. Therefore, the observed availability of the breakwaters

is about 9R. If a ship should approach the intake area while the

breakwaters are in a damaged state, it may be possible for the ship to

cross over rather than run aground on the breakwater. This would be even

more of a possibility if the ship were to approach during high storm wave

conditions, which could help sweep the ship over. Once across the

breakwaters, the ship could collide with the intake structure and damage

the AS'~ pumps or crash into the structure in such a way that the flow of

~ater is blocked.

There are two breakwaters, one on the west and one on the east side of

the intake area (See Figure F.5.4-1). There is an open channel area

be. ween the breakwaters that allows access to the ocean from the south.

It is conceivaDle for a ship to negotiate the open channel between the

east ann west breakwater arms and enter into the intake cove, depending

on the ships dimensions and orientation. Once across the breakwater, the

ship does not necessarily hit the intake structure since it may ground at

some other point in the cove.

A final hazard is the potential spillage and subsequent interaction of

vessel cargo with the intake structure. Each of these hazard modes will

be presented in greater detail in the following sections. The frequency

and consequences of these scenarios will now be calculated.

1657PO7198s
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F.5.4.2 Fre uenc of Shi Arrival at Breakwater

F.5.4.2.1 Frequency of Shipping Kear Plant

Coastal shipping lanes are approximately 20 miles offshore of the plant.

Local tankers to Avila Beach and Estero Bay would come within 5 to

10 miles of the plant (Reference F.5.4-1).

An analysis of shipping traffic near the plant was made in 1981

(Reference F.5.4-2). The results are summarized in Table F.5.4-1. The

number of sh ips passing will be escalated to account for shipping traffic
grOwth during the lifetime Of the plant.

AccoiCinc to Reference F.5.4-2, the shipping traffic in any subseouent

year after 1981 can be estimated by using the following model:

~ e'
1981 (F.5.4,1)

where

t = calender year - 1981.

K ~ number of vessels in year 1981 + t.
K1 981

= number of vesse ls estimated for year 1 981

r annual growth rate of shipping.

To calculate the average shipping traffic for the remaining lifetime of

'he plant, a time integral average of Equation (F.5.4 . 1) can be taken

1657P071988
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between the present time (t ) and the time at which the plant will be
P

retired (tR).

N~ dt
t

avg
R dt

~ '
1981

tR'r t r
e R p

R p

(F.5.4.2)

where h is defined by Equation (F.5.4.1). The lower limit t
P

corresponds to the present time, which will be taken to be 1988. In

terms of Equation (F.5.4.1), t = 1988 - 1981 = 7. The retirement time

of the plant will be taken to be the year 2025. Therefore tR = 2025

- 1981 = 44. An annual growth rate of r = 1.5% will be used

(Reference F.5.4-2). Using Equation (F.5.4.2) for each vessel category,

we arrive at the time average shipping level that the plant will see in

its remaining life. The results are tabulated on Table F.5.4-2.

Vessels less than 250 tons are not included in the analysis because these

small vessels are not capable of causing significant damage to the intake

structure according to Reference F.5.4-2.

F.5.4.2.2 Ship Arrival Frequency at Breakwater

Using the approach of Reference F.5.4-2, the ship arrival frequency at

the breakwater can be calculated by

A. = N. '.
1 1 i (F.5.4.3)
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where

A. = arrival frequency at breakwater of vessels in category i

(groundings/year).

N. number of passages of vessels in category i in the vicinity of

Diablo Canyon (vessels/year).

G. = grounding rate of vessels in category i

( groundings/vessel-mile).

= length of breakwater exposure (miles).

The l - for each vessel category are the time average values of shipping

traffic levels from Table F.5.4-2.

From the analysis in Reference F.5.4-2, the vessel grounding rate for all
-8vessel categories is 2.9 x 10 groundings/vessel-mile.

Tne length of exposure of the breakwater is about 0.2 miles.

The results of the calculation for A are summarized on Table F.5.4-3.
1
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F.5.4.3 Scenarios Involvin Ship Arrival at Intake Cove

F.5.4.3.1 Arrival Through Breakwater Channel or Crossing a Degraded
Breakwater

The analysis of Reference F.5.4-2 shows that the frequency with which

ships cross the breakwater is only a fraction of the ships that arrive at

the breakwater. Under normal conditions, the breakwaters would provide a

substantial barrier to ships entering the intake basin, unless the ship

crosses between the breakwaters. In the analysis of Reference F.5.4-2,

the breakwaters are assumed to be degraded by previous wave action, down

to the mean lower low water level (about a 20-foot degradation of the

breakwater). This would make it easier for vessels to be swept over the

breakwaters by wave action.

The probability of crossing the breakwater (either by being swept over or

passing through the open channel) was calculated in Reference F.5.4-2 for

two cases: storm independent and storm dependent. In the first case,

ship groundings are assumed to occur independently of storms; in the

second case, it is assumed that storms occur coincident with ship

groundings. The probabilities Fi, from Reference F.5.4-2, are

summarized in Tables F.5.4-4a and F.5.4-4b. Notice that when storms are

assumed to coexist with ship grounding events, the probability of

crossing the breakwater increases because the higher wave heights

associated with storm conditions make it easier to carry the ship over

the breakwater.

l657P071988
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To calculate the arrival frequency of the vessels in the intake cove, we

use the following equation:

i i BK Ii BW i (F.5.4.4 )

~hereas before, A. is the ship arrival frequency at the breakwater and

C = ship arrival frequency fn intake cove (ships/year).

F1 conditional probability of ship arrival in intake cove via

negotiating channel, given breakwater is in normal nondegraded

state.

F. = conditional probability of ship arrival in intake cove via
1

negotiating channel or by being swept over degraded breakwaters.

A>.. = likelihood of breakwater being in norma 1 (nondegraded state).

The results of this calculation are summarized in Table F.5.4-5.

Since, according to Reference F.5.4-2, there is no correlation between

ship groundings and sea conditions (e.g., storm versus calm seas), we

will assume that ship groundings are uniformly distributed during the

year. The success with which a ship crosses the breakwater is however

dependent on the sea conditions. In this analysis, it is assumed that

stormy sea conditions prevail approximately 25K of the year.

1657 P071988
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Considering this occurrence of storm conditions, the weighted average

ship arrival frequency is

C. 0.75 C.
SI

0.25 (C.
SD

(F.5.4.5)

~here

C. ~ weighted average ship arrival frequency in intake cove.

(C.) = storm-independent arrival frequency.i Sl

(C.) = storm-dependent arrival frequency.i SO

The results of this calculation for each ship category are summarized in

Ta=le F.5.4-6. The total is C = 1.83 x 10 arrivals per year.-6

Figure F.5.4-1 shows that even if a ship manages to cross the breakwater,

the ship does not automatically impact the intake structure. Those ships

that manage to negotiate the channel between the breakwaters wi 11 have a

gooc chance of hitting .the intake structure. However, the ships that are

swept over will have a lower probability of hitting the intake. Most of

the ships that arrive in the intake cove arrive by being swept over the

breakwaters. It will be conservatively assumed that there is an 80%

chance of hitting the intake structure given that a ship arrives in the

intake by whatever means. The impact frequency for all the ships

combined is then 0.8 x 1.84 x 10 ~ 1.47 x 10 impacts per year.

If a ship impacts the intake structure, it is conceivable that the

collision would damage the structure extensively enough to disable the

1657P071988
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ASw pumps. This could be due either to the force of the collision or

blockage of the water path to the ASW pumps (although unlikely since the

ship would have to achieve a fairly good seal in front of the

structure). Ship iapact does not, however, guarantee disablement of the

ASW system. Moreover, only one of the four ASW pumps is needed for safe

shutdown.

In this analysis, however, we will conservatively assume that ship impact

leads to failure of all four pumps. Given the loss of ASW pumps, it is

still possible to provide seal cooling to the RCP seals and thus prevent

a core damage. This is possible by aligning fire water to the charging

pumps; an action 'with a failure frequency of 1.27 x 10

"orsequently, core damage frequency due to the loss of ASN pumps because

o~ st ip impact is 0 = C (1.27 x 10 ) = 1.87 x 10

F.5.4.3.2 Breakwater Breakthrough

As mentioned earlier, the analysis of Section F.5.4.3.1 involved two

mecha"isms for ship arrival in the intake cove when the breakwater is i r.

the degraded state (ship negotiating channel and ship swept over

breakwater) and only one mechanism (ship negotiating channel) when the

breakwater is in the normal (nondegraded) state. It is implied that when

the breakwater is in the normal state that a ship cannot physically go

past the breakwater if it strikes anywhere except through the channel.

In this section this assumption is analyzed and it will be shown that

vessel breakthrough of a fully intact breakwater is highly unlikely.

1657P071988
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In order for a ship to get past the breakwater without negotiating the

channel, the ship will have to physically cross over the intact

breakwater. In 'this analysis, the collision will be idealized as the

combination of two different events. First the ship will remove part of

the breakwater due to the forCe of impact. Then it will ride over the

damaged breakwater section as the ship loses its momentum. It will be

assumed that the ship removes a section of the breakwater equivalent to

the beam of the ship in width, and from the NSL to the top of the

breakwater in height. It is assumed that if it can move this breakwater

section a distance equivalent to the width of the breakwater a path wi 1 1

be established for the ship to continue over the breakwater.

I: will be conservatively assumed that the vessel approaches the

break»ate) at a 90'ngle. The analysis will calculate the energy and

thus the speed reouired by the ship in order to (I) breach the top of thE

ana (2) ride over the breakwater.

Tne energy required to breach the top of the breakwater is assumed to be

equal to the energy required to move the breakwater material in front of

the ship 9G feet (approximate width of breakwater). The density of the

breakwater material is assumed to be about 100 ibm/ft ( including the

effect of voids). The energy required will also depend on the beam

(width) of the ship involved. Table F.5.4-7 summarizes the assumed

characteristics of ships that are considered large enough to breach the

breakwater. It is also conservatively assumed that the draft of the
'esselsare small enough so as not to ground before reaching the

breakwaters. On initia 1 contact with the bottom of the breakwater, the

1657P071988
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ship rises up and forward. It then continues forward to breach the top

part of the breakwater (above MSL). The energy required to move the

breakwater material is taken to be force required multiplied by the

distance aoved. The force required is taken to be the frictional force

between the top section of the breakwater with the bottom section. The

coefficient of friction is assumed to be 1.0. The results of the energy

required calculation are shown in Table F.5.4-8. The required ship speed

can be calculated from the energy requirement. The results are shown in

the first row of Table F.5.4-9. Note that these are relatively high

speeas, if the ship drifts onto the breakwaters. However, if the ship is

moving under power, this result could be obtainable.

The second obstacle that the ship would have to overcome would be

frictional resistance of the hull with the breakwater. This resistance

will decrease the momentum of the ship until it either stops or enters

the intake cove. It wi 1 1 be assumed that if at least half the length of

the ship crosses the breakwater, the ship will be considered free to

enter the intake structure. The closest distance from a point on the

breakwater to the intake structure is about 350 feet. Therefore, if the

length of a ship is such that 350 feet of it has crossed the breakwater,

it is also assumed that the ship can strike the intake structure, even

though half of the vessel may not have crossed. A frictional coefficient

of 0.5 is assumed between the hull of the ship and the breakwater. The

1657P071988
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frictional energy required to meet one of the two above mentioned

criteria is calculated using the following expression

D

Ef ~ k '(x) ~ dxfr
0

(F.5.4.6)

where we assume the normal contact force between the ship and the

breakwater, M(x), increases linearly from zero, at initial contact with

the breakwater, to the value of the weight of the ship when half of the

vessel is across. Therefore

R(x) = ~1~j for 0 < x < 1/2 j (F.5.4.7)

r„ = mass of ship.

g = gravity constant.

j = length of ship.

The value of D is 350 feet or 0.5 ', whichever is least.

The speed that the ship must possess in order to meet this frictional

energy requirement can be calculated by equating Ef with the kinetic

energy,

'V2~mV

1657P07198b
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The results are given in the second row of Table F.5.4-9. The total

kinetic energy required for the vessel to enter the intake cove is the

sum of the breach energy and the friction energy. The total velocity

required is therefore the square root of the sum of the squares of the

speed required for the breach and friction components.

p2 y 2
total breach friction (F.5.4.8)

The results are shown in the final row of Table F.5.4-9.

As these speeds are higher than what these vessels normally travel at, it
is concluded that vessels of the type that use routes near the plant are

not aole to break through a fully intact breakwater.

F.5.4.4 Breakwater Blockage

Ships that arrive at the breakwaters, but fail to cross into the intake

cove, may still present a hazard to the successful operation of the ASK

pumps by effectively blocking the channel between the east and west

breakwaters. However, to do this the ship must first be oriented

correctly so as to ground in the channel; second, it must achieve a

nearly watertight seal (allowing less than the suction rate of one ASW

pump to f low past). Furthermore, even if the ship meets these criteria,

the plant would still have some time to take action. The intake cove is

shown in Figure F.5.4-1. The maximum depth is about 44 feet below MSL.

The suction level of the ASM pumps is at 20 feet below MSL. The amount

1657P071988
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of useful water held by the intake cove (before AS'N pump draw down) is

conservatively bounded by a rectangular block with dimensions 400 feet

wide by 800 feet long by 10 feet deep. This gives a total water volume

of about 24 million gallons. The suction rate of one ASM pump is about

11,000 gpm. This gives about.36 hours for the plant to respond. Since

loss of ASH flow would constitute an extreme emergency, it may be

possible for the plant personnel to rig an alternate method to allow

~ater to flow into the intake cove. This could be done possibly by pumps

or by using explosives to destroy part of the breakwater, or a part of

the ship. Also, if tugs are available, an attempt could be made to

remove the grounded ship, or to reposition the ship enough to allow water

to flow back into the cove. An estimate of the frequency of core damage

due to this scenario is developed in the following.

Ships that arrive at the breakwater but do not make it into the intake

cove are potential candidates for breakwater blockage. It is assumed

that all of these ships ground somewhere on the breakwater. Therefore,

the breakwater blockage initiating frequency is

B. = A. - C.
1 1 1

(F.5.4 9)

B is the number of ships per year that arrive at the breakwater, but

fail to either be swept over the breakwaters or to negotiate the channel

(see Table F.5.4-10). A weighting factor of 0.75 and 0.25 will be used

as before to calculate the weighted average B,. with'respect to storm

165 7P0719UB
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conditions. The calculations are summarized in Table F.5.4-11. The

frequency of breakwater blockage is expressed as

'ee = ' '0R 'ce (F.5.4.10)

where

bee
= frequency of breakwater blockage (per year).

6 = breakwater blockage initiating frequency (ships per year).

P.
R

= probability that a ship that fails to arrive in the intake

cove, given arrival at the breakwater, has proper orientation

to ground in channel.

P<- = prooabil.ity that ship seals off flow of water through

channel, given ship grounds in channel.

It is unlikely for a ship to ground in the intake channel. It would neec

to approach the breakwater at the opening of the channel. Also, it must

be aligned properly with the channel so as not to ground outside of the

channel. It will be conservatively assumed that P
R

= 0.25. It is

also unlikely for a ship to totally seal off the flow of water even if it
does ground in the channel. All that is needed is a flow rate of greater

than 11,000 gpm to ensure the long-term operation of an ASW pump. Even

if flow was reduced to a level below this, there would still be time to

1657P071988
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take some sort of action. At worst, the ship would completely seal off

the flow of water |te will conservatively assume P
8

= 0 10.

488
= (5.87 x 10 ) '0.25) (0.10)

1.47 x 10 per year

The frequency of this event leading to unavailability of the ASM system

can now be calculated as

FR

where

P<< = probability that the plant fails in ASK recovery attempts.

To estimate PFR, we note that within the minimum time of 36 hours in

the case of complete blockage, the plant may be able to take some action

as describea earlier. Since only a relatively small flow is needed for

the actior to be successful, a PFR
= 0.25 is assumed. Therefore,

4 = (1.47 x 10 ) (0.25) ~ 3.67 x 10 per year

Considering possible recovery by aligning fire water to charging pumps to

prevent RCP seal LOCA, as discussed in the previous section, the

frequency of core damage due to this scenario is

= 0 (1.27 x 10 )

= (3.67 x 10 ) (1.27 x 10 ) = 4.67 x 10 per year

1657P071988
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F.5.4.5 Hazard Posed b Debris, Oil, and Car o

It can be postulated that shipping can also endanger the function of the

AS1'umps if an accident at sea causes debris or oil or other buoyant

material to drift into the intake cove, without a ship actually grounding

on the breakwater or entering the intake cove. However, the design of

the intake structure precludes this hazard. Figure F.5.4-2 shows the

first wall of the intake structure between the sea and the bar racks. As

can be s'een, this wall extends more than 5 feet below the mean lower low

water level. Therefore, any buoyant materia 1 would be screened out.

Any scenarios involving nonbuoyant'materials would be bounded by the

intake impact and blockage scenarios discussed in earlier sections.

F.5.4.6 Conclusions

Various scenarios involving shipping hazards to the plant were analyzed.

Scenarios involving ship breakthrough over the breakwater in its norma 1

state (not degraded by heavy wave action) were shown to be not possible

due to the speed required to generate the kinetic energy needed to

physically force a passage. Scenarios involving oil spills and other

floating debris were also shown to have no consequence. Analysis

scenarios involving a degraded breakwater, therefore greatly increasing

the possibility of a ship arriving in the intake cove, resulted in a core

damage frequency of 1.87 x 10 per year. Scenarios involving a ship

blocking the flow of water into the intake cove result in a core damage

frequency of 4.67 x 10 per year. 8oth of these frequencies are much

1657P071988
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smaller than other core damage scenario frequencies and do not therefore

merit further study.
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TABLE F.5.4-1. SUfWARY OF LARGE-VESSEL TRAFFIC IN
THE VICINITY OF DIABLO CANYON IN 1981

Vessel
1Category

13

Deadweight
Tons

(OWT)

600-1,8004
I

1,000-6,000

Range of
maximum

Draft
(feet)

10-15

15-20

Assumed
2

Operational
Oraf t
(feet)

6.7

10.0

Passages
in

1981

235

39

4,000-12,000 20-25

8,000-25,000 25-30

13,000-35,000 30-35

25,000-50,000 35-40

40,000-80,000 40-45

70,000-110,000 45-50

13. 3

16.7

20.0

23.3

26.7

30.0

124

592

2,971

1,247

653

133

9 - 12 ) 100,000 50-70

10-20

30.0

3-4

750

286

Tota l 7,030

NOTES:

1. Categories are defined on the basis of maximum draft. Vessels
of different types (tankers, cargo ships, etc.) are grouped
together according to their maximum draft.

2. Draft reduced to account for empty or partially loaded vessels.

3. Offshore support vessels only; no comnercial self-propelled
vessels were detected in this category.

4. For this vessel category, displacement tons are used rather than
deadweight tons. The traffic analysis detected no vessels
between 250 and 600 displacement tons.

5. Barges only.

1658P063088: 1
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TABLE F.5.4-2. ANNUAL LARGE-VESSEL
TRAFFIC IN THE VICINITY OF DIABLO CANYON

(1988 - 2025}

Vessel
Category

Annua l
Passages, N;

9 - 12

13

58

184

879

4,411

1,851

970

197

1,113

424

Total 10,438

1658P063088:2
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TABLE F.5.4-3. ARRIVAL FREQUENCY
OF VESSELS AT BREAKWATER

Vessel
Category," 1

6

8

9-12
13

A.

(groundings/year)

2.02 x 10-6

3.36 x 10 7

1.07 x 10-6

5.10 x 10 6

2.56 x 10 5

1.07 x 10 5

5.62 x 10-6

1.15 x 10-6

6.46 x 10 6

2.46 x 10-6

Tota 1 6.05 x 10 5

1658P063088:3
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TABLE F.5.4-4a. PROBABILITY OF VESSELS CROSSING BREAKWATER BOUNDARY,
GIVEN ARRIVAL AT BREAKWATER

(STORM-DEPENDENT CASE)

Vessel
Category, i

FIi
Fraction of Vessels

Passing
Through Channel

(best estimate)*

I'ii
Fraction of Vessels

Not in Channel
Passing Over Breakwater

(best estimate)*

Fi
Total Fraction of
Vessels Crossing

Breakwater Boundary
(best estimate)*

9-12
13

0.10

0.055

0.034

0.021

0.013

0.0071

0.0024

0.00

0.00

0.33

0.82

0.63

0.44

0.30

0.16

0.082

0.044

0.044

0.94

0.83

0.64

0.45

0.31

0.16

0.084

0,044

0.044

«As developed in Reference F.5.4-2.

(
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TABLE F.5.4-4b. PROBABILITY OF VESSELS CROSSING BREAKWATER BOUNDARY,
6IVEN ARRIVAL AT BREAKWATER

(STORM-INDEPENDENT CASE)

Vessel
Category,i

FIi
Fraction of Vessels

Passing
Through Channel

(best estimate)*

I I i
Fr action of Vessels

Not in Channel
Passing Over Breakwater

(best estimate)*

Fi
Total Fraction of
Vessels Crossing

Breakwater Boundary
(best estimate)*

'2

9 - 12

13

0.10

0.055

0.034

0.021

0.013

0.0071

0.0024

0.00

0.00

0.65

0.41

0.17

0.069

0.030

0.0085

0.0027

0.00099

0.00099

0.69

0.44

0.20

0.088

0.043

0.016

0.0051

0.00099

0.00099

*As developed in Reference F.5.4-2.

1658P063088'5
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TABLE F.5.4-5. STORM-INDEPENDENT
AND STORM-DEPENDENT

SHIP ARRIVAL FREQUENCY IN INTAKE COVE

(Ci SI (Ci SO
Storm Storm

Independent Dependent
~ ~

9 - 12

13

3.218-7

3.140-8

5.404-8

1.412-7

4.094-7

8.581-8

1.502-8

1.13-10

6.39-10

4.680-7

3.724-7

4.450-8

1.010-7

3.258-7

1.093-6

2.405-7

5.939-8

5.040-9

2.842-8

4.680-7

Total 1. 527-6 2.738-6

NOTE: Exponential notation is indicated
in abbreviated form; i.e., 3.218-7
3.218 x 10

1658P063088:6
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TABLE F.5.4-6. WEIGHTEO AVERAGE SHIP
ARRIVAL FREQUENCY IN INTAKE COVE

Vessel
Category, i

9 - 12

13

3.344-7

3.468-8

6.578-8

1.874-7

5.802-7

1.245-7

2.611-8

1.345-9

7.585-9

4.680-7

Total 1.830-6

NOTE: Exponentia l
notation is indicated
in abbreviated form;
i.e., 3.344-7 =

3.344 x 10 7.

1658P063088:7
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TABLE F.5.4-7. SHIP CHARACTERISTICS
FOR PHYSICAL BREAKTHROUGH ANALYSIS

Oeadwei ht Len th Beam
Operating

(tons* (ft (ft) (ft)

20,000

'0,000

80,000

120,000

160,000

600 75

700 100

800 100

900 150

900 150

26. 7

30.0

30.0

30.0

30.0

200,000 1,050 150 30.0

'1 deadweight ton =. 2,205 ibm = 1,000 kg

F.5.4-26
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TABLE F.5.4-8, ENERGY REQUIRED TO
BREACH BREAKWATER

Oeadweight
(tons)

20,000

Energy
Required(ft, 1bf)

6.08 x 108

10,000 8.1 x 10

80,000

120,000

160,000

8.1 x 108

1.21 x 109

1.21 x 109

200,000 1.21 x 109

1658P063088:9
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TABLE F.5.4-9. RESULTS OF PHYSICAL BREAKTHROUGH ANALYSIS

Speed Required (mph)

Deadweight (tons~)

20,000 40,000 80,000 120,000 160,000 200,000
~ ~

Breach 20.3 16.6 11.7 11.7 10.2 9.1

Friction 47.4 51.2 47.9 45.1 45.1 41.8

Total 51.5 53.8 49.3 46.6 46.3 42.8

*I deadweight ton 2,205 ibm ~ 1,000 kg

1658P071488: 10
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TABLE F.5.4-10. STORH-INDEPENDENT AND
STORH-DEPENDENT BREAKWATER

BLOCKAGE INITIATING FREQUENCY

i SI i SD
Storm Storm

Independent Dependent

9 - 12

13

1.702-6

3.045-7

1.014-6

4 .957-6

2.518-5

1.065-5

5.609-6

1.145-6

6.458-6

1.995-6

1.651-6

2.914-7

9.669-7

4.773-6

2.449-5

1.050-5

5.564-6

1.140-6

6.431-6

1.995-6

Tota 1 5.902-5 5.781-5

NOTE: Exponential notation is indicated
in abbreviated form; i.e., 1.702-6 =

1.702 x 10

1658P063088: 11
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TABLE F.5.4-11. WEIGHTED AVERAGE BREAKWATER
BLOCKAGE INITIATINGFREQUENCY

Vessel
Category, i i

9 - 12

13

1.689-6

3.012-7

1.002-6

l.911-6

2.501-5

1.061-5

5.598-6

1.144-6

6.451-6

1.995-6

Total 5.871-5

NOTE: Exponential
notation is indicated
in abbreviated form;
i.e., 1.689-6 =

1.689 x 10 6.

1658P063088:12
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FIGURE F.5.4-1. DIABLO CANYON NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
BREAKWATER AND INTAKE STRUCTURE
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F.5.5 HAZARDOUS CHEHICAL

F.5.5. 1 Introduction

In this section, the hazard from toxic chemicals stored onsite is

investigated.

The hazard from chemicals stored onsite is dominated by the potential

effect of a spill on control room habitability.

F.5.5.2 ~Aroach

For a toxic chemica 1 to pose a threat to the control room habitability, a

seouence of events must occur. The initiating event would be a chemica 1

spill. This could be caused, for example, by a handlinq accident,

container failure, or some other accident. After the material is

released, it must be carried by some mechanism to the control room air

intake. It wi 11 be assumed that the plant is at power at the beginning

of the accident. When the chemical reaches the control room air intake,

there are mitigating factors that prevent the operators from being

incapacitated. The core melt scenario frequencies depend on the

likelihood of successful operator intervention, and on the random

equipment failure rate. (The chemicals taken into the control room will

not directly fail any equipment.) The chemically-initiated core damage

scenario frequency is described by the following expression:

CDi IE. AIIE. CDIA. (F.5.5aI)

1680P070288
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where

= frequency of core damage because of chemical release (per
i year), for chemical i.

4I f frequency of release (per year ) of chemi ca 1 i
1

PAiIE conditional probability of chemical arrival of intake,
i given release.

PCOIA
* conditional probability of core damage. given chemical

i arrival at intake.

These frequencies will be developed in the following sections.

F.5.5.3 Hazardous Chemical Sources

An analysis was made to determine which chemicals stored onsite could

pose a threat to-the control room habitability (References F.5.5-1

anc F.5.5.2). It was determined that anhydrous ammonia, aqueous ammonia,

and chlorine could exceed the toxic limit values (TLV) and possibly

incapacitate the operators if the chemicals were able to reach the air

intakes and pass into the control room.

The anhydrous amnonia source, which could exceed the TLV, is located in a

72-scf pressurized container in the auxiliary building. According to

Reference F.5.5-1, a spill from this tank would be mixed by the auxiliary

building ventilation system and exhausted through the Unit 1 main plant

vent. From there, if the wind and atmospheric stability conditions were

right, it could diffuse down to the normal control room air intake, which

is located approximately 24 meters away at a lower elevation and to the

1680P070288
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south. Assuming a complete spill and assuming that the control room

remains unisolated, the TLV would begin to be exceeded 35 seconds after

the chemical release. The odor threshold would be reached 31 seconds

later. It could then take 1,489 more seconds (24.8 Ninutes) before the

operators would be incapacitated. There would be plenty of time for the

operators to take some type of action.

Aqueous anmonia is stored in a 6,000 gallon tank located in the Diablo

Canyon Unit 2 condensate polisher buttress area. Reference F.5.5-1

analyzed an instantaneous release of the entire tank. No cr edit was

given for the existence of the buttress area. Given favorable wind speed

an'd direction and favorable atmospheric stability conditions, the

chemica 1 could arrive at the control room air intake. The TLV would

begin to be exceeded in the control room 87 seconds from the time of the

chemical release. The odor threshold would be reached 8 seconds later.

It would take 325 more seconds (5.4 minutes) to incapacitate the

operators. Again, this is assuming the operators fail to don breathino

apparatus and that the control room remains unisolated.

Chlorine is stored in four I-ton cylinders (2,000 lbs. each) at the

intake structure top deck. These cylinders are approximately 427 meters

south of the plant complex. One tank is normally fitted with piping for

ready use in water treatment operations. The other cylinders are used,

in turn, as each tank is used up. The water treatment operations are

performed on a regular schedule each week (Mondays, Wednesdays, and

Fridays). The amount of chlorine used per operation varies with the

condition of the water.

1680P070288
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It is possible for chlorine to slowly leak out of a cylinder and thus

possibly affect the control room. The analysis of Reference F.5.5-1

considers a case in which there are assumed to be five chlorine cylinders

leaking over a period of I hours. However, since the chlorine tanks are

not connected together, it is highly unlikely to have leakage from all
the cylinders. However, in terms of control room impact, a one-tank

leakage scena~io can be bounded by this five-tank analysis. Again, if
the ~inds are favorable and the atmospheric conditions allow, the

chemical may reach the control room air intake. The air intakes are

equipped with chlorine detectors, which puts the control room in the

isolation mode if chlorine is detected. Therefore, in the analysis of

Reference F.5.5-1 credit was given for isolation in the analysis. It was

assume" that isolation was successfully triggered at the chlorine

setpoint level of 1 ppm and that isolation would be complete 8 seconds

later.

bnder these conditions, the TLV would begin to be exceeded 3,900 seconds

after the chemical reaches the air intake. Incapacitation would occur

3,7GG seconds later. The odor threshold would not be reached. Isolation

would be complete 9 seconds after the chemical reaches the intake. The

operators would have over 2 hours to take action, assuming that the

detection and isolation of the chemical are successful.

A sudden release from one of the 1 ton cylinders has also been analyzed

in Reference F.5.5-1. Given proper wind direction and atmospheric

conditions, it is possible for the chemica l to reach at the control room

air intakes. According to the analysis of Reference F.5.5-1,'the

1680P070288
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concentration at the control room intake would exceed 1 ppm 360 seconds

after release. The control room ventilation system is designed to

automatically go to mode 3 isolation when this concentration is

detected. This will also warn the operators if they have not already

been notified. Isolation would be assumed to take 8 seconds. The odor

threshold of 3.5 ppm is exceeded in the control room 453 seconds after

release. Incapacitation would occur 1,422 seconds after release.

Therefore, the operators have 1422-(360+8) 1,054 seconds (17.6 minutes )

to take some sort of action (such as don a breathing mask and call for

help or trip if necessary) after receiving the warning.

A third chlorine scenario is analyzed in Reference F.5.5-2. This

involve" an instantaneous spill from all five chlorine cylinders. This

could occur if all five tanks were involved in a chlorine explosion. The

TLV would be exceeded 402 seconds after the release of the chemical.

Incapacitation would occur 293 seconds later. The control room would be

isolated at 361 seconds after the release. The operators would have

abou. 5.6 minutes to take action, assuming that the detection and

isolation of the chemical are successful.

F.5.5.4 Frequency of Release, 41E

Reference F.5.5-3 was used to obtain the frequency of various chlorine

release scenarios. According to Reference F.5.5.3, the freouency of
-5"serious" release from 1-ton chlorine containers is 3.8 x 10 per year

-6for normal operating/storage conditions and 5.5 x 10 per changeover.

Further investigation indicated that only one of eight serious releases

1680P070288
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could be considered rupture of the tank leading to sudden release in

normal conditions. Me also assumed, conservatively, that 25% of all

changeover releases involved container rupture. Finally, based on an

intervie~ with plant personnel, it was determined that the frequency of

changeover is about 12 per year. It was also assumed that if one tank

ruptures there is a 50% chance of all the remaining tanks rupturing.

Based on the above information, the following initiator frequencies were

developed for chlorine scenarios.

~ Leakage of One Chlorine Tank

(4 tanks) 3e8 x 10 (+) leaks/tank year
-5 /7$

+ 5.5 x 10 (0.75) leaks/changeover (12 changeovers/year)
-4

= 1.8 x 10 per year

~ Rupture of One Chlorine Tank

AC2
= (4 tanks) 3.8 x 10 + ruptures/tank year

+ 5.5 x 10 (0.25) rupture/changeover ( 12 changeovers/year)

~ 3.6 x 10 per year

~ Rupture of All Four Chlorine Tanks

C3
= 0.5 eC2

= 0.5 (3.6 x 10 j = 1.8 x 10 per year

1680P070288
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For the ammonia tanks, a value of 1.0 x 10 per year was used. This

value is consistent with the frequency of chlorine cylinder failures

developed above assuming the same number of changeovers (12 per year),

which is high for the aaeonia tanks.

F.5.5.5 Conditional Probabi lit of Chemical Arrival at Air. Intake Given
Chemical Sp>, A(IE

The conditional probability that a chemical would reach the intake is

composed mainly of two factors: wind direction and atmospheric stability

conditions.

For the anhydrous ammonia release, the wind must be from the north for

the chemical to be able to reach the intake since the normal control room

in.ake is south of the Unit I plant vent where the material would be

released. Furthermore,.the wind speed must not be too great and the

stability conditions must be favorable, allowing the material to diffuse

downward, since the plant vent is at a higher elevation (approximately at

a 230-foot elevation) than the control room air intake (approximately at

a 165-foot elevation).

The aqueous ammonia tank is located in the Unit 2 buttress area directly

to the west of the turbine building. For a release to reach the norma 1

air intakes, the wind Must be from a generally westerly direction. The

atmospher ic conditions eust also be favorable and allow the material to

diffuse up over the turbine building and to the air intakes on the

auxiliary building roof.

l680P070288
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For chlorine, the wind direction would have to be from the south since

the intake structure where the chlorine is located is 427 meters south of

the plant. The atmospheric stability conditions would have to be

favorable and allow the chlorine to diffuse around and over structures

shielding the air intakes.

In this analysis, we will make the conservative assumption that, for all

chemical release scenarios, the probability of favorable wind direction

and atmospheric conditions (PAiR) existing at the time of the release

is 1.G.

F.5.5.6 Conditional Probabilit of Core Dama e Given Chemical Arriva 1 at
Air Intake, PCDiA

The sequence of events followina the arrival of toxic material at the

control room air intake depend on whether

~ Operators Detect Toxic Chemica ls

~ Control Room Air Intake Is Isolated (Manually or Automatically)

~ Operators Don Breathing Apparatus

~ Operators Become Incapacitated

~ Operators Recover or Outside Help Becomes Available

1680P070288
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~ With Plant Trip (manual or spurious), Operators are Capable of

Performing Necessary Actions To Bring the Plant to a Safe Shutdown

Condition

Control room air intake is isolated automatically only in the case of

chlorine scenarios. Even with isolation, because of infiltration of gas

during isolation, the operators will become incapacitated after some time

as calculated in Reference F.5.5-1 and suaearized in Section F.5.5.3.

In all the scenarios, it is assumed that outside help is eventually

needed. This help is very likely to be available shortly after the

release since in some scenarios the time available before operators are

incapacitated is considerable even without operators donning breathino

masks. Even if outside help is not called for by the operators prior to

becomin" incapacitated, the new shift will arrive. The mean time to

arrive after release is 1/2 (8 hours) = 4 hours. As we will see, this

time is shorter than the time before operator action is reouired if the

p la~: is tripped.

In this analysis, we assume that following a chemical release the plant

is tripped either manually by the operators or spuriously. This is of

course conservative since the operators do not necessarily trip the plant

in reaction to the chemical release, and spurious trip during the time

between release and when operators recover or outside help becomes

available is not very likely.

1680P07028b
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Given reactor trip, the key action required by the operators within

8 hours is replenishment of condensate storage tank (CST). This time is

longer than the estimated 1-hour mean "operator recovery" time discussed

above.

The probability of operator fai lure to replenish CST under conditions in

which no hazardous material is present in the environment and the control

room is estimated in the human actions analysis report (Appendix H) to be

-34.4 x 10 . For the scenar ios of interest here, we use a higher value
-3of approximately 8 x 10 . If this action fails, core damage is

assumed for all the scenarios regardless of type of chemical released and

times available. Therefore,

-3
P,-D~> = S.C x IG

Tne total core damage frequency for all scenarios is then

1.8 x 10' 3.6 10 + 1.8 x 10 + 1.0 x 10

+ 1.0 x 10 8.0 x 10

4.3 x 10 8.0 x 10

3.5 x 10 per year
-6

Despite all the conservatisms in estimating the above frequency, it is still
a small contributor to the total core damage freouency from other initiators .

1680P070288
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F.5.6 HURRICANE MIND AND TORNADO-INITIATEO SCENARIOS

F.5.6.1 Introduction

Rinds can affect critical structures at the plant site in at least two

ways. If wind forces exceed the load capacity of a building or other

external facility, the incident walls or framing might collapse or the

structure might overturn from the excessive loadino. If the wind is

strong enough, as in a tornado or hurricane, it may be capable of lifting
materia ls and thrusting them as missiles against some of these critica l

facilities. Critical components or other contents of facilities not

designed to resist missile penetration might be damaged and lose their

function. This section presents an analysis of the risk to the Diablo

Canyon Nuclear Power Plant (DCNPP) from wind load and missiles generatec

hy hurricanes or tornadoes.

F.5.6.2 Tornado Rind and Yissile Hazard

A review of the analysis in Reference F.5.6-1 shows that the critical
concrete structures at DCNPP can withstand at least a 200-mph wind

without major damage (such as collapse of a wall or overturning of a

structure). The annual frequency, 4, of excessive tornado wind

() 200 mph) on the structures can be found by the following relationship:

4 4 '4„) (F.5.6.1)

1647P070188
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where 4t is the annual frequency of a tornado striking the plant and

4v( t i s the fract ion of tornadoes with peak windspeed greater than

200 mph.

To estimate 4t, we use the following expression (Reference F.5.6-2):

0 n'~N (F.5.6.2)

where i's the mean path area of a tornado in square miles, A is the area

of interest within which it is assumed the tornado could strike the site,

and n is the mean number of tornado occurrences per year in this area.

According to Reference F.5.6-3, there. is an average of four tornadoes

within the state of California per year. This gives an annua 1 occurrence

density (n/A) of 0.25 tornadoes per 10,000 square miles.

Reference F.5.6-4 gives a mean path area (l') for California tornadoes of

0.140 square miles. How, we can calculate 4t as

4t -
A

4 - (2.5 x 10 )(0.140)

4t = 3.50 x 10 strikes per year

An analysis of 4,582 tornadoes in the U.S., classified according to the

Fujita intensity scale, is given in Reference F.5.6-5. Table F.5.6-1

shows the distribution of tornado wind speeds based on a Gamma

distribution fit to the data for NRC tornado Region 2 where DCNPP is

164 7 P070188
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located. Table F.5.6-2 shows the tornado wind speed exceedance

probabilities that were developed from the data in Table F.5.6-1.

Interpolating from Table S.5.6-2 for V~200 mph, gives 4„~t 0.0155.

Therefore, the annual frequency..of, tornado wind speeds in excess of

200 mph at the plant is

4= 4t 4„(t

0 = (3.5 x 10 )(0.0155) =8 43 x.10 per year

The only critical structures that cannot withstand a 200-mph wind are the

outdoor water storage tanks. They can, however, withstand at least a

150-mph. wind (Reference F.5.6-1). For this case, 4 .t = 0.0923.vit
Herce,

0 = 0 '
~

= (3.5 x 10 )(0.0923) = 3.23 x 10 per year
-6 -7

l'it) such low initiator frequencies, it is judged that tornado

wind-initiated scenarios are insignificant contributors to the overall

core melt frequency.

The analysis in Reference F.5.6-1 also shows that the critical concrete

structures can withstand a 200-mph wind with missiles without major

damage. Missile types considered ~ a 108-pound board, a 76-pound

pipe, and a 4,000-pound automobile. The outside tanks could withstand up

1647P070188
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to a 150-mph wind with missiles. Therefore, tornado missile-initiated

scenarios are also Judged to be insignificant contributors to the overall

core melt frequency.

F.5.6.3 Hurricane Mind Hazard

The hurricane wind hazard can be approached in the same way that the

tornado wind hazard was analyzed. For this analysis, ft will be

conservatively assumed that failure of the outdoor water storage tanks

leads to core melt. As mentioned in the previous section, the other

critical structures have higher wind resistance. The analysis, in

Reference F.5.6-1 shows that the tanks can withstand a 165-mph wind

withOut miSSi leS and a 150-mph Wind With miSSi leS. It Wi 11 be aSSumed

that the wind fragility of the tanks is 150 mph. The annua 1 freouency,

C, of excessive hurricane wind (> 150 mph) on the structures can be

found by

(F.5.6.3)

where 0 is the annual frequency of a hurricane striking the plant

and 4 jh is the fraction of hurricanes with peak wind speeds greatervjh
than l50 mph.

Reference F.5.6-6 indicates that no hurricanes (maximum sustained wind

speed > 74 mph) and only three documented tropical storms (maximum

sustained wind speed 39 to 73 mph) have entered the southwestern U.S. in

this century. Reference F.5.6-4 shows that the annual probability of a
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tropical storm occurring near San Diego is less than 0.05. The plant

site, which is more than 200 miles away to the northwest, would have even

less chance of experiencing a tropical storm. Since there is no record

of hurricanes in this region, we will sake the conservative assumption

that the hurricane frequency, 4, at the plant site is equal to the

tropical storm frequency near San Diego. Therefore, we use 4h 0.05.

To calculate the fraction of hurricanes with wind speeds greater than

150 mph (4v)h) wind speed data from the three recorded tropical

storms are used to fit a probability distribution. The peak sustained

wind speeds of the storms when they were on shore were 52 mph, 46 mph,

and 57 mph (Reference F.5.6-6). These data were used to fit an extreme

value distribution of the form

P(V > V ) = 1-exp -e o
- a(V - B)

0
(F.5.6.4)

where

1

1.645a =

52

0.577
B ~ V - —'
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~here V and S are the mean and variance of the data, respectively.

From the data, < is 0.233 and B is 49.2. This gives the probability

of exceeding V ~ 150 mph of
0

P(V > V ~ 150) ~ 1-ex
0

P(V > V ~ 150) ~ 6.37 x 10

This gives 0 6.37 x 10 . Other parametric distributions
v(h

such as lognormal and normal give smaller numerical values. The annual

frequency cf hurricane wind speeds in excess of 150 mph is therefore

4 = (G.05)'(6.37 x 10 ) = 3.2 x 10 per year

l'ith such a low initiator frequency, it is judced that

hurricane-initiated scenarios are insignificant contributors tc the

overall core damage frequency.
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TABLE F.5.6-1. TORNADO MIND SPEED FRACTIONS

Mind Speed
F-Scale Range

(mph)

Frequency
(NRC Tornado)

Region 2)

6

40 to 72

72 to 112

112 to 157

157 to 206

206 to 260

260 to 318

318 to 380

> 380

0.3559

0.3822

0.2008

0.0520

0.0080

0.0010

0.0001

0.0000

TABLE F.5.6-2. TORNADO WIND SPEED
EXCEEDANCE PROBABILITIES

V

(mph) 4v I t

40

72

112

157

206

260

318

1.0

0.6441

0.2619

0.0611

0.0091

0.0011

0.0001
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"F.5.7 EXTERNAL FLOODING

F.5.7. 1 Introduction

Potential accident sequences 1nitiated by external floods at the Diablo

Canyon Nuclear Power Plant are investigated, and the frequencies of the

resulting core damage scenarios are calculated.

.5..2

DCNPP is located on the California coast, approximately halfway between

San Francisco and Los Angeles. It is subject to potential flooding from

the ocean and from heavy rainfall.

The analysis of Reference F.5.7-1 identif ies the flooding resulting from

the simultaneous occurrence of a tsunami, hioh tide, storm waves, and a

severely degraded breakwater to be the most severe flooding event from

the ocean. Murricane and line souall surge flooding (storm-generated,

long-per iod waves) have not been observed on the California Pacific

coastline, according to the same reference. however, the above

tsunami-storm event would be even sere severe than surge projections for

the Atlantic and Gulf states, which encounter much more frequent and

severe hurricanes than California (Reference F.5.7-1). Reference F.5.7-1

also shows that heavy rains will not cause sufficient ponding on the

plant site to flood safety-related buildings; neither will it cause the

only stream near the site (Diablo Creek) to overtop.
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Another possible flooding source would be the raw water reservoirs

located on the hill behind the plant at Elevation 310 feet. There are

two reservoirs, each holding about 2.25 million gallons each. Each

reservoir is roughly egg shaped, with oa)or and minor dimensions of

approxiaately 270 feet and 190 feet. The reservoirs were aade by

excavating from bedrock and lining with 4" concrete and PVC liner. The

lip of the reservoir is at Elevation 310 feet. There is usually between

1.5 to 3 feet of freeboard. The bottom of the reservoirs are concave and

vary between Elevation 296.5 feet and Elevation 298.5 feet. The sides

angle smoothly up to the lip from the bottom, over a distance of about

18 feet. Reservoir 1-A is closest to the plant. The impoundment is

located at least 200 feet away from the edoe of the hi 1-lside . The

hillside slopes approximately 20 degrees down. The plant is located

approximately 800 feet from Reservoir 1-A. It is unlikely that the

reservoirs can fail in such a way to pose a threat to the plant; however,

a worst case scenario will be presented.

To be conservative, it will be assumed that both reservoirs

(Reservoir 1-8 is behind 1-A, and is located nearly 500 feet from the

edge of the hillside), lose all their water and that the entire volume of

water flows toward the plant. The area covered by the flood is taken to

be the triangle formed by the closest point of Reservoir 1-A to the plant

(800 feet), and the north and south sides of the plant (800 feet). This

area is approximately 320,000 square feet. If the entire reservoir

inventory is applied to this area, the depth of flooding will be

approximately 2 feet at the back of the plant. This depth of floodino is

1611P0702UU
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not expected to cause serious damage to the plant. In addition, the

flood will only be temporary and not sustained.

According to Reference F.5.7-1, the roofs of the safety-related buildings

are designed to handle a PHP af 4 inches per hour. If the rainfall

intensity should exceed this drain capacity, overflow scuppers will still
prevent ponding in the roof. Yard areas around safety-related buildings

are also sloped to keep water away from the buildings. The Unit 1 plant

has been in conmercial operation since Hay 7, 1985, and the Unit 2 plant

since Navarch 13, 1986. Only one case of rainwater inleakage to a

safety-related area occurred. This was at the diesel fuel oil transfer

pump vault area. Rainwater was able to enter this area through the

diesel fue 1 oil pipe chase (trench), which was not eouipped with a

waterproof cover. Under normal conditions, the drains in these rooms

wov ld remove the water. However, to prevent a recurrence of this

protlem, the diesel fuel oil transfer pump vault walls have been sealed

at the junction of the diesel fuel oil pipe trench. Therefore, the

potential of future flooding due to rainfall is negligibly small.

F.5.7.3 Floodin Fre uenc

Based on the discussion in the previous sections, the safety-related

equipment subject to external flooding are the auxi liary saltwater (ASK)

pumps located within the intake structure. There are two ASW pumps per

unit. Each pump is housed in its own room. Each room is equipped with a

normally c losed water tight door. The pump rooms are equipped with

snorkels to allow air in to remove heat from the ASM pump motors. These

1611P070288
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snorkels a liow the pump rooms to be waterproof up to +48 feet above the

mean lower low water level (NLLW).

Two cases will be examined for possible flooding of the ASM pump rooms.

One is when one or sore pump room doors has been left open or fails
during a tsunami event. In this case, flooding of the pump rooms will
occur if the ~ater level reaches the aain deck level of the intake

structure, which is at +20-feet MLLW. The other case is when a combined

tsunami-storm wave height exceeds +48-foot MLLE.

The analysis of Reference F.5.7-1 summarizes the maximum water elevation

calculations for two categories: one in which the breakwater is assumed

to be intact and the other in which the breakwater is assumed to be

deoraded to 0 feet MLLL'y previous wave action (see Table F.5.7-1).

The following equation will be used to calculate the frequency with which

a particular water level is exceeded:

PB 'f 'b ' 'd)B 'NB (f 'b ' 'd)NB (F"')

where

F frequency of exceeding a given water level at the intake

structure (+feet HLLW).

P = probability of breakwater being intact at time of a tsunami

event.
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PNB
= probability of breakwater being in a degraded state (0 feet

MLLW) at time of a tsunami event.

f probability of maximum astronomical tide at time of tsunami
a

event.

fb frequency of tsunami event with a particular run-up level per

year.

= probability of maximum meteorological tide at time of tsunami.
c

= probability of "once-a-year storm" occurring at time of tsunami
d

event.

E = witl breakwater.

h. = without breakwater.

'ae will conservatively assume that the maximum astronomical and

meteorological tides co-exist at the time of the tsunami event; i.e.,
f = 1.0 and f 1.0. Equation (F.5.7.1) then reduces to

a c

8 b d 8 NB b d NB
(F.5.7.2)

From Reference F.5.7-1, the breakwaters were in a damaged state for

approximately 2 years from the fall of 1981 to the fall of 1983 because

of storm damage. The original Diablo Canyon breakwaters were built in
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1971. Therefore, the observed availability of the breakwaters is

PB
= 0.90. Consequently,

NB
1 -

PB 0.10.

For the water level to exceed +20 feet NLLM, the combined tide, tsunami,

and storm effects aust exceed +20 feet HLLK. With the breakwater in

place, the water level without tsunami is comprised of +5.3 feet for

astronomical tide, +1.0 foot for meteorological tide, +12.15 feet for

storm wave effects, giving +18.45-foot HLLW. Therefore, the tsunami must

exceed +1.55 feet to result in the +20-foot MLLW level being exceeded.
-2

The frequency with which this is exceeded is approximately 5.9 x 10

-6
per year, as extrapolated from Reference F.5.7-2 by taking 10 per

year as the lowest frequency of tsunamis at the site (see

Figure F.5.7-1). This reference includes only the effects of distantly

generated tsunamis on the west coast of the United States. To include

the effect of locally generated tsunamis, we will conservatively increase

the frequency of infrequent tsunamis by a factor of 2. In the case of

+1.55 feet tsunamis however, we will use the value based on

Figure F.5.7-1. That is,

(f ) = 5.9 x 10 per year
-2

The probability of the once-per-year storm occurring at the same time

depends on how long the storm lasts. According to Refer ence F.5.7-1, the

once-per-year storm has an effective duration of approximately 2 days.

1611P070288
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Therefore,

With the breakwater gone, the water level without tsunami is composed of

+5.3 feet for astonomical tide-, +1.0 foot for meteorological tide, and

+29.52 feet for storm effects, giving +35.82-foot MLLW. In this case, no

tsunami is needed to exceed +20 feet MLLW, so (fb)>B is deleted from

the equation. As before, the probability of storm occurrence is

dkB 55x10

Therefore, the annual frequency of exceeding +20 feet MLLW is

F20
= 0.9C (5.9 x 10 ) (5.5 x 10 )

+ 0.10 (5.5 x 10 )

= 2.9 x 10 + 5.5 x 10

-4
F2 = 8.4 x 10 per year2U

For water level to exceed +48 feet MLLW, the combined tide, tsunami, and

storm effects must exceed +48 feet MLLW. With the breakwater in place,

the water level without tsunami is composed of +5.3 feet for astronomical

tide, +1.0'foot for meteorological tide, and +12.15 feet for storm wave

effects, giving +18.45-foot MLLW. For the combined tsunami, storm, and

tide to exceed +48 feet MLLW, the tsunami height aust exceed

+29,55 feet. Based on distantly generated tsunamis, the frequency with
-6which this is exceeded is taken to be 1 x 10 per year, which is the
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minimum tsunami frequency used in this analysis (see Figure F.5.7-1). To

account for the effect of locally generated tsunamis, we increase this

frequency by a factor of 2.

Therefore, we have

b 8
2.0 x 10 per y..ar

With the breakwater gone, the water level without tsunami is composed of

+5.3 feet for astronomical tide, +1.0 foot for meteorological tide, and

+29.52 feet for storm wave effects, giving +35.82-foot MLLW. For the

combined water level to exceed +48 feet MLLW, the tsunami height must

therefore exceed +12. 18 feet. From Figure F.5.7-1, the frequency is
-4approximately 4.5 x 10 per year considering the distantly generated

tsunamis. Increasing this frequency by a factor of 2 to account for

loca lly generated tsumanis, we have

(f ) . = 9.0 x 10 per year

The probability of storm occurrence is, again,

(fd)B (fd)gB 5.5 x 10

1611P070288
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Therefore, the annual frequency of exceeding +48 feet HLLW is

F ~ 0.90 (2.0 x 10 ) (5.5 x 10 )

+ 0.10 (9.0 x 10 ) (5.5 x 10 )

9.9 x 10 per year + 4.9 x 10 per year

F
8

= 5.0 x 10 per year
-7

F.5.7.4 Floodin Fra ilit of Safet -Related Structures

The plant site is located +85 feet above mean sea level (HSL), or,

alternatively, +87.6 feet above mean lower level water level (MLLW). The

only safety-related equipment located within flooding range are the ASW

pumps in the intake structure. There are four ASW pumps, two per unit.

One can service both units if necessary. Each pump is located in its own

water tight COmpartment within the intake structure at the -Z.l-foot YSL

level (-4.7-foot NLLW). The intake structure is protected from flooding

up to its main deck level of +20-foot MLLW. Above that level, water can

a iso enter into the intake structure via the penetrations for the

traveling screens on the roof and through the personnel entrance into the

structure, which leads down a flight of stairs to the -4.7-foot HLLW

level.

There is a gate at the doorway, but this is not a barrier to water.

However, even if water should enter the intake structure from these

access points, the pumps will not be endangered because of the watertight

compartments. Flooding will only occur in this situation if the
4

watertight access door has been inadvertently left open or if the door

1611P070288
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fails, allowing seawater to enter. The first case is not likely because

access to the ASK pump rooms is monitored by the control room. There is

an alarm in the control room that will sound if any of the watertight

doors are open. Plant procedures direct security personnel to

investigate if the door is open without authorization

(Reference F.5.7-3). Also, given a tsunami warning, the ASM pump room

alarm is checked. If a door is open in this situation, the operators may

or may not be allowed to close the door, depending on the circumstances

(Reference F.5.7-4). To compute the frequency of occurrence of the first
scenario, an estimate is needed for the probability of flooding the pump

r OOr via the watertight doors, given a tsunami. This can be estimated by

E 00 Nk (F.5.7.3)

00 NA FC
'L'O

NA FC DO NA

where

P .
= probability that water enters a pump room through itshii

watertight door, given,a tsunami.

00 probab i 1 ity that watertight door i s open at the time of a

tsunami.

PN< probability that watertight door fails, allowing seawater to

enter pump room.
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PNA
= probability that plant does not receive a tsunami warning.

PFg probabi 1 ity that operators are not able to c lose watertight

door, given the door is open during a tsunami warning.
e

Ke will conservatively assume the operator is not able to close a

watertight door if it is open during a tsunami warning. Therefore,

PF< 1.0. Equation (3) then reduces to

k
= '0 Nl 'o (F.5.7.4)

To estimate P<K, the flood fragility of the watertight door, we will
assuage that it is lognormally distributed with a 50th percentile value

of 0.05 and a 95th percentile value of 0.50. This covers a sufficiently
la~ce range of fragility with a very conservative upper bound for a door

that is designed to withstand the hydra lic load in the event of pump room

f loooing. The mean of this distribution for P<> is 0.133. Therefore,

we are assuming a 13.3% chance of mechanical failure of the watertight

door.

PD0 the probability that the watertight door of a pump room is open

when a tsunami hits, can be computed from

DO OD ON OF bd (F.5.7.5)
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where

f00 frequency with which the watertight door is opened per hour.

PpN probab i 1 ity that door i s inadver tent ly left open fo 1 1 owing

personnel entry into pump room.

P0F
~ probability that control room operators fail to realize that

watertight door is open without authorization.

Tbd
= time before control room operators respond to watertight door

open alarm, given failure to realize that door is open without

authorization.

A review of plant procedures for maintenance and surveillance testing on

-3
the ASi'umps gives a frequency of about 1.4 x 10 /hour for opening

the dOOr Of a pump rOOm. The dOOr iS alSO Opened at leaSt OnCe per day

for a visua 1 inspection of the pump. This gives a combined frequency of
-24.3 x 10 /hr for opening a pump room door (f0p).

The probability of leaving the door open, PDN, is a human error of
-3

omission and is taken to be 4.7 x 10, per demand. This value is based

on coInparisons with similar activities from the human actions analysis

discussed in Appendix H of this report. The probability that the control

room operators fail to realize that a watertight door is open without

authorization (P0F) is taken to be 0.22, based on Appendix H analysis.

1611P070288
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The 'time it takes the operators to realize that a watertight door is open

without authorization, given that they did not first notice when the door

should have been closed (e.g., at the end of an inspection), is no more

than 24 hours (since visual inspection of the puNps occurs at least once

every 24 hours). Therefore," we have

PDD (4.3 x 10 /hr) ~ (4 ~ 7 x 10 ) (0.22)'(24 hours)

PD0 0. 0011

Returning to Equation (F.5.7.4), we have for the probability that water

enters the pump room through the watertight door, given a tsunami,

(1-0.0011)'(0.133) + 0.0011

= 0.134

5esides f looding the. intake structure, there is a second way water can

enter the ASW pump compartments. This is through the snorkels that

penetrate the top of each pump compartment. These snorkels allow air to

circulate into the compartments to ventilate the pump motors. The

snorkels are high enough to be safe from flooding up to the +48-foot MLLW

level. - Therefore, if the sea level exceeds this level, the pump rooms

can become flooded.

F.5.7.5 Floodin -Initiated Scenarios

Two f looding scenarios will be considered. The first one is when the

water level exceeds +20-foot MLLW when one or more ASW pump room

1611 P07 0288
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watertight doors are open or fail. The other is when the water level

exceeds +48-foot MLLM and water floods the pump compartments through the

snorkels.

To coepute the frequency of occurrence of the first scenario, we combine

the conditional fragility, P<E, calculated in the previous section,

with the scenario initiating frequency, F . Therefore, the frequency

of this scenario is

(frequency of flooding at +20-foot MLLE)

'probability that water is able to enter pump room)

(8.4 x 10 per year) ~ (0.134)

1.13 x 10 per year

The consequence of flooding one pump room is reduced by the fact that

only one out of the four pumps is needed to service both units .

I'e will assume that if one ASM door fails (human error or mechanical

failure) there iS a higher ChanCe that anOther dOOr alSO fai lS. The

frequency of flooding all four pump rooms can therefore be estimated by

20 ME 2/1 3/2 4/3

where

P2 1
conditional probabi lity that two doors fa i 1, given that one

is known to fail.

1611P07 0288
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P3/2 cond it iona 1 probab i 1 ity that three doors fa i1, g iven that

two are known to fail.

P4/2 conditional probability that four doors fail, given that

three are known to fa i 1.

Me will conservatively assume P2/1 0.5 and P3/2 P4/2 1 ~ 0

Therefore,

f . = (8.4 x 10 per year) ~ (0.134) ~ (0.50) ~ (1.0) (1.0)

f = 5.6 x 10 per year
2

The freouency of occurrence of the second scenario has been computed in

Sectior., ~.5.7.2. The result is

f2 = frequency of flooding ASM pump rooms through the snorkels

= frequency of water level exceeding +48-foot MLLE

-7
= 5.0 x 10 per year

In this scenario, all four puwp rooms will be flooded through the snorkel

penetrations.

1611 P07 0288
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The total frequency if flooding all four AMS pumps is

~ 5.6 x 10 + 5.0 x 10

~ 5.65 x 10 per year

However, loss of all ASM pumps does not'autoeetically lead to core daaage

since there $ s a possibility of aligning fire eater to the charging

pumps, thus preventing RCP seal failure. The likelihood of recovery of

this type is estimated to be 1.27 x 10 . The flooding initiated core

damage failure frequency, therefore, is

* 0 (1.27 x 10 )

~ (5.65 x 10 ) (1.27 x 10 ) 7.18 x 10 per year

w.'.ich is recligible cor.pared with other contributors.
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TABLE F.5.7-1. EXTREMES OF RUNUP AT THE INTAKE STRUCTURE

Agent Producing
Mater Level Change

WITH BREAKWATER

Maximum Runup (feet)
Above MLLW Datum

WITHOUT BREAKWATER

Naxiwm Runup (feet)
Above MLLW Datum

Prolonged Transitory Prolonged Transitory

~ Astronomical Tide + 5.3 + 5.3

Meteorological Tide + 1.0 ,

Storm Mave ( 1 year)
Standing Wave Set-up + 3.15
Rave Height 6.66

+ 11.52
18

Prolonged Mater
Elevation

+ 9.45 + 17.82

Rave Crest
Height

18

Maximum i'ater
E levat i on
Without Tsunami

+ 18.45 + 35.82
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H.2 DATA ANALYSIS APPROACH

This section provides a discussion of the techniques used in developing

the Diablo Canyon Unit I data base. As mentioned earlier, the data was

developed by updating generic information with Diablo Canyon-specific

information, using Bayesihn techniques.

Familiarity with certain basic concepts of Bayesian analysis is essential

in understanding the content of this section. These concepts are briefly

reviewed in the following.

The methodology used to develop the data for this study is based on the

Bayesian interpretation of probability and the concept of "probability of

frequency" (Reference H.2-1). In this context, for example, component

failure rates are treated as measurable quantities whose uncertainty is

dependent on the state of knowledge of the investigation. The "state of

knowledge" is presented in the form of a probability distribution over

the range of possible values of that quantity. The probability,

associated with a particular numerical value of an uncertain but

measurable quantity indicates the likelihood that the numerical value is

the correct one.

A key issue in developing state-of-knowledge distributions for the

parameters of the PRA models is to assure that the information regarding

each parameter, its relevance, and its value as viewed by the analyst are

presented correctly and that various pieces of information are integrated

coherently. "Coherence" is preserved if the final outcome of the process

is consistent with every piece of information used and with all

I475P07I188
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assumptions made. This is done by utilizing the fundamental tool of

probabilistic inference; i.e., Bayes'heorem (Reference H.2-2).

Hathematically, Bayes'heorem is written as

P(x ) E E0) k L(E (x E0) P(x IEp)

where

P(xlE,E0) —: probability of x being the true value of an
unknown quantity in light of new evidence E and
prior body of knowledge E0.

L(EIx,E0) = likelihood of the new evidence E assuming that
the true value is x.

P(xlE0) = probability of x being the true value of the unknown
quantity based on the state of knowledge E0 prior to
receiving E.

Finally, k is a normalizing factor defined as

f L(Elx,ED)P(xlED)dx
all x

(H.2.2)

In the context of a plant-specific PRA, there are three types of

information available for the frequency of elemental events.

E0 = general engineering knowleage such as that of the design
and manufacture of equipment.

EI = the historical information from other plants similar to the one
in question.

E2
= the past experience in the specific plant being studied.
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The information of types EO and E1 together constitute the "generic"

information, and E2 is the "plant-specific". or "item-specific"

information.

Diablo Canyon Unit 1 has had relatively little commercial operating

experience to date. Therefore, the data developed for the DCPRA,

although based on generic as well as plant-specific information, are

dominated by the generic data. However, any additional plant-specific

information collected in the course of operating Diablo Canyon units in

the future can be incorporated into the existing data by applying
Bayes'heorem.

It is very important to note that the information E brings an element

of plant specificity in the generic data developed for a plant-specific

PRA. In general, decisions regarding the relevance and applicability of

different pieces of information in developing each generic distribution

are made basea on type EO information. Therefore, a piece of

information may be juogeo as being relevant in developing the generic

data in one PRA and not in another. As a result, generic distributions

for different plant-specific studies could be significantly different.

H.2.1 COMPONENT FAILURE RATES

H.2.1.1 Generic Failure Rate Distr ibutions

To discuss the way the failure rate distributions were developed based on

different types of information, we consider the following cases.

14 i5P010689
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~ ~Te I. Fai1ure data from operating experience at various nuclear

power plants.

~ ~T e 2. Faiiure rate estismtes or distributions contained in various

industry compendia, such a's MASH-1400 (Reference H.2-3) and IEEE-500

(Reference H.2-4).

By type 1 information, we mean a set of failure and success data

collected from the performance of similar equipment in various power

plants. Reference H.2-5, for example, provides a detailed list of

reported valve failures at various U.S. commercial nuclear power plants

for a 2-year period. Also given in this reference are the number of

demands and total operating time for the valves at each power plant.

Type 2 information, which could be called processed data, are estimates

ranging from the opinion of experts with engineering knowledge about the

design and manufacturing of the equipment to estimates based on observed

performance of the same class of equipment in various applications. For

instance, Reference H.2-4 provides failure estimates based on the opinion

of several experts. Estimates of Reference H.2-5, on the other hand, are

based on recorded failures of equipment at various nuclear power plants.

Normally, type 2 data are either a point estimate usually referred to as

the "best estimate," or a range of values centered about a "best

estimate. " In some cases, a distribution is provided covering a range of

values for the failure rate with the mean or median representing the

"best estimate" of the source. For instance, IEEE-500 provides a "low, "

"high," and "recomnended" for the failure rates under normal conditions
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and a "maximum" value under extreme environments. MASH-l400, on the

other hand. assesses a probability distribution for each failure rate to

represent the variability of the available data from source to source.

Such distributions are normally centered around a median value Judged to

be most representative of the equipment in question for nuclear

wppl icati ons.

The methodology used to develop the Diablo Canyon Unit 1 failure rate

Cata uses both types of information to generate generic probability

distribution for the failure rates. Such distributions represent

variability of the failure rates, from source to source (for type 2

information) and/or from plant to plant (for type 1 information).

Obviously, as applied to Diablo Canyon Unit 1, these distributions are in

fact, prior state-of-knowledge curves for the failure rate of

components. The following discussion helps to understand the distinction

and serves as a prelude to the discussion of the methodology.

Suppose that we have 100 plants and that for each plant the exact value

of the fai 1ure rate of a particular type of pump is known. Let ~ . be the
1

failure rate of the pump at the ith plant. Suppose further that the X.'s
1*

can be grouped into a limited number of discrete values, say X>,

through >5, with 20 of the >.'s being equal to X>, 35 equal
1

to X2, 25 equal to X3, 15 equal to >4, and finally, 5 equal to

The frequency distribution of the ~ .'s is then given by the
1

histogram shown in Figure H.2-1.
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This histogram represents the "population variability" of the X .'si
because it shows how the failure rate of the particular type of pumps

under consideration varies from plant to plant. It is an exact and true

representation of the variability of the failure rate at the 100 plants

in the population without any uncertainty or ambiguity because the

'istribution is based on presumed perfectly known failure rates at each

and every one of those plants.

Consider now, the case where only estimates and not the exact values of

the failure rates are available for some but not all of the 100 plants in

the population. Mith this state of knowledge, obviously we are not able

to know the exact population variability distribution (Figure H.2-1).

The question is how one can use this more limited information to estimate

the population variability curve and how close the estimate will be to

the true distribution as given in Figure H.2-1.

To answer the question, first note that the desired distribution is a

member of the set of all histograms. Because of our limited information,

we are uncertain as to which member of that set is in fact the true

distribution. This situation can be represented by a probability,

distribution over the set of all possible histograms expressing our state

of knowledge about the nature of the true histogram.

For instance, if the entire space, H, of all possible histograms is
P

composed of only n histograms; i.e., if

H:— (h),h2'..h )I'''' n
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~here h. represents the ith histogram, the evidence regarding the pump

failure rates at different power plants can be used to assess a

probability distribution over H as follows

(Py ~P2 ~ ~ "~ PH)

n
with g P. ~l

i=1
(H.2.3)

where p is the chance that h; is the true histogram.

Figure M.2-2 depicts the situation where the variable X is considered

to be continuous and the desired distribution is a density function.

For a perfect state of knowledge, we would be able to say which h. is
1

the true distribution; consequently, the corresponding p. would be

equal to 1 and all others equal to 0. However, based on the state of

knowledge expressed by Equation (H.2.3), our estimate of the true

histogram is

n
h = g p. h.

~ ) 1 I (H.2.4)

which is called the "expected distribution." Another histogram of

interest is one which is assigned the highest chance of being the true

histogram. Xe call that the "most likely distribution," h, and we have

p ma (p,. (H.2.5)
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The problem of obtaining P, defined by Equation (H.2.3), is formulated in

the Bayesian context as follows [see Equation (H.2.1) 3

L(E)hi)P0(hi) (H.2.6)

~here P0(h) is the prior state of knowledge regarding the set H defined

by Equation (H.2.3) and P(h (E) is the posterior state of knowledge in
1

light of the evidence E. The evidence is incorporated via the likelihood

term L(E)h ) which is the probability of observing the evidence given

that the true histogram is h. Finally, k is a normalizing factor defined

as [see Equation (H.2.2)j

k g L(E)h ) P0(h )
i=1 1 0 1

(H.2.7)

The expected distribution, Equation (H.2.4), is our estimate of the true

population variability of the failure rate. It shows how the failure

rates of similar pumps are distributed among plants in the population.

How if all we know about a specific pump before we have any experience

with it is that it is one member of the population, the population

variability curve also becomes our state-of-knowledge distribution for

the failure rate of that specific pump. In other words, generic

distributions representing the population variability can also be used to

predict the expected behavior of any member of the population if no other

information is available.
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F'r this reason, the generic frequency distributions developed based on

type 1 and type 2 information are used as the state-of-knowledge

distributions for the components at the Diablo Canyon Unit 1 plant prior

to incorporating the site-specific information.

The following sections de'scribe how types 1 and 2 information can be used

to develop generic distribution.

H.2.1.2.1 Generic Distributions Based on Actual Performance Records

(Type 1)

The following discussion is based on the method presented in

Reference H.2-6. Consider the case where the following set of

information is available about the performance of a generic component in

t( plants

1 i = ((k ., T.); i=1,..., N) (H.2.8)

where k. is the number of fai1ures of the component in the ith plant in

a specific period of time, T..

1'he

desired information is, 4(X), the distribution of the failure

rate of the component, X, in light of evidence I>. This distribution

represents the variation of X from one plant to another, and is

analogous to Figure M.2-1.

Following our discussion in Section H.2.1.1, we would like to express a

posterior state of knowledge about the true nature of the function 4(~).

147'071188
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To make matters practical, it is assumed that 4(X) belongs to a particular
parametric family of distributions. Let 8 be the set of m parameters

of 4(X)

e - (e ,...,e ) (H.2.9)

For each value of 8, there exists a distribution 4(RIG) and vice

versa. Therefore, the state-of-knowledge distribution over the space of

all possible 4(X(8)s is the state of knowledae over all possible

values of 6 and vice versa.

Bayes'heorem in this case is written as [see Equation (H.2.6)j

P(~ I I0I I ) = k L( II I ~ I0) P0(8 I I0) (H.2. 10)

where

P (6 ( I 01 I) = posterior state of knowledge about 8 in light of
evidence IIand prior information I0.

L( I I ) 8 10) the 1 ike 1 ihood of evidence I I g iven that the actua 1 set
of parameters of 4(X) is 8.

P0(8(I0) prior state of knowledge about 8 based on general
engineering knowledge I0.

and k is a normalizing factor

k = fL(1)ls, lo)PO(8IIO)d8
e
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The likelihood term is the (conditional) probability of observing the

evidence, I1, given that the data are based on an underlying population

variability curve 4(X(e) with e as the value of its parameters

L - P«k,,T,>; i-1, ...,N(e,Ip) (H.2.11)

Kote that L is also conditional on the prior state of knowledge Ip.

If we assume that the length of operating hours, T.'s, at different

plants are independent of one another and that the observed failures,

k.'s, also have no dependence (according to our model, each k. is

based on a different underlying failure rate) the joint probability

distribution given by Equation (H.2.11) can be reduced to the product nf

the marginal distributions as follows

N

Ip) = rI P. (ki Ti (e Ip) (H.2.12)

where

Pi(k;,Ti(e, Ip) :— probability of observing k; failures of the
equipment in question during the period Ti in the
ith plant assuming that the set of parameters of
the underlying population variability curve is e.
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If the failure rate, X ~, at the ith plant is known exactly, using a

Poisson model, the likelihood of observing k. in T. can be calculated
1

from

(X.T.) i
P(k T.ig )

i i exp ( X.T-)i' i k. !
1 1

1

(H.2. 13)

However, i ~ is not known. All we know is that ~ ~ is one of
1 1

possibly many values of variable X which represents the variation of

the failure rate from plant to plant. In addition, according to our

model, > is distributed according to 4(X)e) with e being unknown. For

this reason, we calculate the probability of observing the evidence,

k .. T ~, by allowing the failure rate to assume all possible

values. This is achieved through averaging Equation (H.2. 13) over the

distribution of X

P ~ (k ~ T ~ ie Ip) P (k ~ T.
) >) 4(> Ie)u

0

(XT ) ~Ti y(X)e)dX
0

1

(H.2. 14)

Depending on the parametric family chosen to represent 4(X)e), the

integration in Equation (H.2.14) can be carried out analytically or by

1475P07218S
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- numerical techniques. For example, if 4(X)B) is assumed to be a gamma

distribution which has the following form

$ (X )a,S)
(H.2.15)

with u and S, both nonnegative, as its parameters, the integral can

be done analytically resulting in (Reference H.2-5)

k.
Sa r(a+k,)

P.(k.,T.[u,S) = —',i i' '! ( i (ST)u+k.
1

h

(H.2.16)

In developing failure rate distributions, 4(>)6) is assumed to be

lognormal with V and o as its parameters

1 1 !!n X-Rn u
2

4(>.lu,a) =—exp
Pgm o)

(H.2.17 )

In this case, Equation (H.2.14) is calculated numerically.

The total likelihood for all N plants can now be found by using

Equation (H.2.14) in Equation (H.2.12)

N ( (XT.) i
L<l>(s,lo) ~ n > <A4(1(e) —,, exp (->T.)'

0
k ~ ! 'I (H,2.18)
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The posterior distribution resulting from using the likelihood of

Equation (H.2.18) in Bayes'heorem, Equation (H.2.10), is a probability

distribution over the m-dimensional space of 8. Any point, 6, in this

space has a one-to-one correspondence with a distribution 4(X(8),

in the space of 4(X[6). Figure H.2-3 is an example of P(8[I0 II)
constructed for 6 (a,S); the two parameters of oamma distribution based

on the pum~ data from all U.S. nuclear power plants (Reference H.2-7).

The "expected distribution" is obtained from fsee Eouation (H.2.4)3

(H.2.1g)

The quantity 7(>) "sumr arizes" the information about ~ and is used

in this study as the model for generic failure distributions.

Sometimes it is also useful to obtain the "most likely distribution" [see

Equation (H.2.4)3. According to the definition, the most probable

distribution of ~ is the one whose parameters maximize P(6)I I ).0 I
'heseparameters are, therefore, the solution of the following system of

m equations

BP (6
( I0II)

e.i ~max
i~1, 0 ~ ~ $ m (H.2.20)
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The methodology discussed above also applies to failure on demand type of

data where the evidence is of the form

11
= ((k.,D., i=1,...,N) (H.2.21)

where k. and D. are the number of failures and demands in the ith

plant, respectively. This can be done if the Poisson distribution used

in Equation (H.2e14) is replaced by the binominal distribution

D.! k. O.-k.
I)- )

'
1 1

(H.2.22)

~Exam 1e

For motor-opeiated valve failure to start on demand, the followina data

from six plants were available.

Plant Number of
Failures (k)

Number of
Demands (D)

10
14

7
42

3
31

1.65 x 10+4
1.13 x 10+4
1.73 x 10+3
6.72 x 10+3
1.26 x 10+3
9.72 x 10+3

These data, which form a set of type 1 information, I, were used in

mode 1 of the computer code BEST4 (Reference H.2-8), which calculates

Equations (H.2.14) and (H.2.18) and generates 4'(X) based on
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Equation (H.2.19). The result was a 20-bin discrete probability

distribution with the following characteristics:

5th Percentile:

50th Percentile:

95th Percentile:

51ean:

6.10 x 10

1.05 x ID

3.19 x 10

2.26 x 10 "

H.2.1.1.2 Generic Distributions Using Estimates of Available Sources of
Generic Data (Type 2)

As mentioned earlier, generic data freouently are not in the fundamental

form given by Eouations (H.2.7) and (H.2.21). Rather, most sources

report point or interval estirrztes or even distributions for failure

rates (type 2 inforrration). These estimates are either judgmental

(expert opinion), or based on standard estimation techniques used by the

analysts to translate raw data into point or interval estimates, and

sometimes into a full distribution.

An example of such estimation techniques is the well known maximum

likelihood estimator given by

k
H

(H.2.23)

~here k is the total number of failures in T units of operating time.

Host data sources report X< and not k and T.
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To develop a model for constructing generic distributions using this type

of data, the following cases are considered.

H.2.l.l.2.1 Estimatin an Unknown quantity Havin a Sin le True Value.

The following method is adopted from Reference H.2-9. Suppose there are

H sources, each providing its own estimate of X, which has a single

true, but unknown value Xt. An example is the failure rate of a

particular component at a given plant. The true value of that failure

rate, Xt, will be known at the end of the life of the component.

Before then, however, the failure rate may be estimated by one or more

experts familiar with the performance of the component. Let

I2 = (X.;i=1,...,M ) (H.2.24)

be the set of such estimates where ) . is the estimate of the ith
1

expert for )«.

The objective is to use information I2 and obtain a state-of-knowledge

distribution for X . Obviously, when everything is known about

Xt, such a state-of-knowledge distribution is a delta function

centered at Xt

P(X!Perfect Knowledge) = 6(X-X ) (H.2.25)

Note that in Equation (H.2.25), X is used as a variable representing

the unknown failure rate.
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Assuming a prior state of knowledge, PO(X), about the quantity X,

Bayes'heorem can be utilized to incorporate information 12 into

the prior and obtain an "updated" state of knowledge about X

p(x )x»,...,) „(),...,x„j) p (H.2.26)

For N independent sources of information the likelihood term.

L(~»,...,XN(X) can be written as

N

L() «j,...,X«N (X) = P P. (X» )X)
1 1

(H.2.27)

~here

P.(X«)> ) = the probability that the estimate of the ith source is
when the true value of the unknown quantity is 1.

The case of dependent sources of information is discussed in

Reference H.2-9. Obviously, if the ith source is a perfect one,

p . (X . IX ) ~ 6(X .-X )
1 l 1

(H.2.28)

*
which means the estimate, Ii, is the true value. The posterior,

P(~I>»,...,XN), in this case will be entirely determined by the

estimate of this source

(XlX,.~ .,X ) ~ 6() - 4) (H.2.29)
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In another extreme, when it is believed that the source is totally

unreliable,

(H.2.30)

where C is a constant. This means that if the true value is X, the

estimate of the ith source can be anything. Using a likelihood o~ this

form in Equation (H.2.26), will show that the estimate of this source, as

expected, has no effect on shaping the posterior state of knowledge.

The likelihood term in this approach is the most crucial element. It
I

reflects the analysts'egree of confidence in the sources of

information, their accuracy, and the degree of applicability of their

estimates to the particular case of interest.

As can be seen, the subjective nature of evaluating and "weighting" of

the evidence from different sources fits very well in the above

formulation. This becomes clearer in discussing the following models for

the likelihood functions in Equation (H.2.27).

Suppose in estimating the true value of Xt the ith source makes an
*

error of magnitude E. Two simple models relating i . E, and Xt' t
are

(H.2.31)

=X ~ Ei t (H.2.32)
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In the model of Equation (H.2.31), if a normal distribution is assumed

for the error term of the estimate of each source, the likelihood

function will be a normal distribution with mean equal to X + b.t
i'here

b . is the expected error or, in other words, a "bias" term about

which the error of the ith source is propagated.

Formally, we have

2X.*-(X + b.)
P(X.*[X ) = exp >>-—

i 1

(H.2.33)

The variance of the likelihood, o., is the variance of the error

distribution. Values of b. and o. are assessed by the data analyst
1 1

subjectively and reflect the credibility and accuracy of the source as

viewed by the data analyst. Sometimes, certain information provided by

the source such as the uncertainty bound for the estimate can be used to

assess o..
1

If, in addition to a normal likelihood function, a normal prior

distribution representing the state of knowledge of the data analyst is

assumed for Xt with mean X0 and variance <0, the posterior

distribution in Equation (H.2.26) will also be normal with mean, X,
given by

N

w. (X .-b-)
P ~ I i 1 1

(H.2.34)
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and variance

(H.2.35)

where w., defined asi

0 2

i
1

(H.2.36)

is the weight given to the ith source.

Note that

(H.2.37)

The mean, therefore, is a weighted average of the individual estimates

after correcting for their expected biases. Also, as can be seen from

Equation (H.2.36), smaller values of oi result in higher weights,

implying that the source which is believed to make errors of smaller

magnitudes (o,. is the variance of E) is assigned a higher weight;

something which is intuitively expected. Extreme cases are when

o. = 0 (highest degree of confidence in the ith estimate), for which

w. 1, and when o. ~ (no confidence at all) for which w. 0.
1
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If, instead of the model of'quation (H.2.31}, the model of

Equation (H.2.32) is applied and the logarithm of the error is assumed to

be normally distributed, the likelihood function for the ith source

becomes a lognormal distribution

anX» - (Rn> + in'.)
P.(X. P ) ~» pgp ~

(

(H.2.38)
~2m i

where <nb is the logarithmic mean error about the logarithm of the

true value, RrP, and o. is the multiplicative standard deviation.t'
Again, P.(X.*)~t) is the probability that the estimate of the ith source

is >. when the true value of the failure rate is ~ . Some evidence in
1 t'

support of the lognormality of P.(~.)X ) are provided ini t
References H.2"9 and H.2-10.

By using the mode'1 of Equation (H.2.38) for individual likelihoods in

Bayes'heorem, Equation (H.2.26), and assuming a lognormal prior

distribution for ~t the posterior state of knowledge will also be a

1 ognorma 1 wi th the fol 1 owing median value

N 1~i w.

i=1
(H.2.39)

where w. is defined as in Equation (H.2.36).
1

The median, then, is a weighted geometric average of the individual

estimates after correcting for the multiplicative biases. Note that the
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usual arithmetic and geometric average methods frequently used in the

literature are special cases of these Bayesian normal and lognormal

models. For instance, Reference H.2-4 uses the following geometric

average of the estimates provided by several experts

N 1/N
7=

i=1
(H.2.40)

which assumes equal weights (W. = ~), no bias (b. = 1), no prior
'1

i 1

information, and does not show any uncertainty about the resulting value.

~Exam le

Reference H.2-5 provides a point estimate of 5.60 x 10 for the demand

failure rate of motor-operated valves..We would like to use this

estimate and obtain a state-of-knowledge distribution for the HOV failure

rates. We use the lognormal model of Equation (H.2.38) to express our

confidence in the estimated value

Rnk1 - (Rn X + Rnb1) 2

P() «)X ) = exp
mZn '1"1

(H.2.41)

* -3
where X1 is the estimate (5.60 x 10 ) and Xt is the assumed true value

of the failure rate which remains an unknown variable at this point. Our

subjective judgment about the magnitude of error of the data source is

expressed by assigning numerical values to the "bias" term b1 and the

logarithmic standard deviation o1.
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We assume that there is no systematic bias (b1=1). We estimate o1

with the aid of range factor (RF) which is a more understandable

quantity. Unless otherwise indicated, the range factor here is defined

as the ratio of the 95th to the 50th percentiles of the lognormal

distribution. Therefore, given the range factor, the value of a1 is

obtained from the following equation

Rn RF
1 1 645 (H.2.42)

For our example, we assume a range factor of 3. Normally, such a range

factor represents a relatively high degree of confidence and means that
the source's estimate could be a factor of 3 higher or smaller than the

true failure rate and such a statement is made with 90% confidence.

Using this range factor in Equation (H.2.42) results in a value of 0.67

for o1.

If we now use the likelihood of Equation (H.2.41) in Bayes'heorem,

Equation (H.2.26), and assume a flat prior distribution, P (Xt),
the posterior distribution will be

-3 2
P(>l>* = 5.6 x 10 3) = 106.65 exp - 1 kn i - Rn 5.6 x 10

2 O.e7 (H.2.43)

whi ch has the fol 1 owing characteri sti cs:

5th Percentile: 1.87 x 10-3

50th Percentile: 5.6 x 10-3
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g5th Percentile: le68 x 10 2

Mean: 7.01 x 10

H.2.1.1.2.2 Estimatin Distributions Usin Point Estimates of Various

Sources. Xe now go back to our origina1 prob1em which was estimating the

gene ic failure rate distribution 4(X(8). This time, however, we assume

that instead of having the set of <k.,T.) defined in Equation (H.2.8)
*

from various plants, we are given one estimate, I., for each plant.

That is, the evidence is of the form

(H.2.44)

The model to be used is a combination of the methods presented in

Sections H.2.1.3.1 and H.2.1.3.2.1 and is fully discussed in

References H.2-7 and H.2-11. A particular family of parametric

distributions, i'(> (8), is assumed for X and the information 12

is used in Bayes'heorem to obtain a posterior distribution over the

entire set of possib1 e values of 8 and consequently over all possible

distributions i'(~ ]8). Formally

P(BJI2, Ip) k L(I2(8, Ip) Pp(BJIp) (H.2.45)

See the set of definitions immediately following Equation (H.2.10) for

interpretation of the terms in Equation (H.2.45).
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The total likelihood function in the present case when ~ ~
's are

1

independently estimated can be written as [see Equation (H.2.12)1

N

L(I2f, I0) Q P. (i. fB, I0)2 0 .> i > '0 (H.2.46)

where

Pi(~i)B, I0) :— probability that the estimate provided for
the ith plant is ~; if the parameter of
the population variability distribution of
the failure rates is B.

(H.2.47)

To make matters clearer, note that we are assuming that the ith source of

data is providing an estimate for the failure rate at a particular plant

and all we know is that failure rates vary from plant to plant according

to the variability curve 4(~)8). Each >., therefore, is an estimate of

one point in that distribution. As a result, there are two sources of

variability in the estimates. First, estimates of individual sources are

not necessarily perfect; i.e., they could involve errors and biases as

discussed in Section H.2.1.1.2.1. Second, even if all the sources were

perfect, the estimates would still be different due to the actual

variation of the failure rate from plant to plant.

Based on our discussion in the previous section, the confidence that we

have in the accuracy of the estimate X . for the failure rate at
1
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the ith plant can be modeled by a lognormal distribution r.see

Equation (H.2.38) j. Assuming no bias, we have

P.(i. IX.) ~ exp
~lt O.X+

1 1

Spy+ RQ . 2

a. (H.2.48 )

where ii is the true value of the failure rate at the ith plant.

Again, we really do not know X . but we assume that iti
4(~)e), the distribution representing the variability

plant to plant. The relation between P .(~ .)e, Ip) and
1 1

is shown in Figure H.2-4.

belongs to

of X.'s from
1

$ () ie)

Therefore, as we did in the case of Equation (H.2.14) we write

(M.2.49)

As it was mentioned earlier, in developing the failure rate distributions

4(~)e) is assumed to be lognormal defined by Equation (H.2.17).

Hith this assumption, the integration in Equation (M.2.49) can be done

analytically and the result is

P. (x. )e $ 0)
2m/o + a

1

1 i( RnX .-Rnp)
exp

0 + 0
1

(H.2.50)
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Equation (H.2.45), Bayes'heorem, is now written as:

N

P(e)Xi, ...,XN) k II P(X l»>) P( I>)i i ' 0 0
(H.2.51)

The most probable and expected distributions of X can be found in the

same way as discussed in Section H.2.1.1.1. The expected distribution is

calculated by using the result of Equation (H.2.48) in Equation (H.2.19).

The parameters of the most likely distribution are shown to be solutions

of the following system of equations (Reference H.2-12)

N (o. +o)
Rnp = g 'n),+

1- g(o2 i o2) 1
N

i=o

(H.2.52)

1

o 2 + o2
i

(<nX". - Rnv)
1

o. + o
1

= 0 (H.2.53)

For perfect sources of information (i.e., o. = 0), the above equations

simplify and result in the following solution

(H.2.54)

N
2o- = —g (~n X+ - Rn V)

N .=0
(H.2.55)
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Note that Equations (H.2.54) and (M.2.55) are similar to the conventional

results for fitting a lognormal distribution to a set of estimates. It
should also be mentioned that the results of this section apply to any

set of failure rate estimates from various sources ~here a true

variability is suspected to exist among the actual values being estimated

by each source. For instance, if several generic sources of data provide

estimates for a particular type of equipment and it is known or suspected

that each source's estimate is based on a different subset of the

population, the methods of this section can be applied to obtain a

generic distribution representing the "source to source" variability of

the failure rate.

~Execu le

The fo11owing set of estimates are available for the demand failure rate

of hlOVs.

Source

RASH-1400 (Reference H.2-3)

N-1363 (Re ference H. 2-5 )

GCR (Reference H.2-12)

Estimate

1.00 x 10 3

5.60 x 10 3

1.00 x 10

To use the model of this section, we need to assign range factors to each

source as a measure of our confidence in the estimate provided by that

source. In this way, we will be able to determine P (1E ~ )i )i i
Equation (H.2.48), for each source.
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Following our discussion in the example.o Section H.2.1.1.2.1, we assign

a range factor of 3 to the estimate of H-1363. For the estimate of
MASH-1400, we assign a range factor of 5 which results in a broader

likelihood, P.(Xi(X .), for that source and represents a less
1 i 1

degree of confidence as compared to N-I363. This is due to the fact that

the estimate of M-1363 appears to be based on a larger sample of HOV

failures in nuclear applications than the estirate of MASH-1400. The

latter provides a range factor of 3 for the lognormal distribution whose
w 3median (1.00 x 10 ) we have taken as the estimate. Assigning a larger

range factor of 5 also means that we believe MASH-1400 has overstated its
confidence in the estimated median value.

The idea of broadening some of WASH-1400 distributions when used as

generic curves was introduced in an early site-specific PRA study

(References H.2-13 and H.2-14) where the WASH-1400 curves (as given) were

used as generic prior distributions. It was then found that several

posterior distributions, reflecting the evidence of the specific plant,

lay in the tail region of the prior distributions on the high side.

These results led us to the conclusion that the generic curves had to be

broadened to reflect greater uncertainty.

References H.2-15 and H.2-16 provide further support to our decision. In

Reference H.2-15, the authors review experimental results that test the

adequacy of probability assessments, and'they conclude that "the

overwhelming evidence from research on uncertain quantities is that

people's probability distributions tend to be too tight. The assessment

of extreme fractiles is particularly prone to bias." Referring to the
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Reactor Safety Study, they state "The research reviewed here suggests

that distributions built from assessments of the 0.05 and 0.95 fractiles

may be grossly biased."

Comnenting on judgmental biases in risk perception, Reference H.2-16

states:

A typical task in estimating uncertain quantities like failure
rates is to set upper and lower bounds such that there is a 98K
chance that the true value lies between them. Experiments with
diverse groups of people making many different kinds of
judgments have shown that, rather than 2X of true values
falling outside the 98% confidence bounds, 20 to 50$ do so
(Reference H.2-15). Thus, people think that they can estimate
such values with much oreater precision than is actually the
case. II

The numerical effect of using a larger range factor is illustrated in the

following table

Distribution Percentile Hedsan Mean Percentile F t
5th 95th Range

Percenti e Factor

MASM-1400

Broadened
Distribution

3.3 x 10 1.0 x 10 1.2 x 10 3.0 x 10 3

2.0 x 10 1.0 x 10 1.6 x 10 5.0 x 10 5

Me see here that the medians are the same and the mean value increases

slightly reflecting the extension of the high side tail of the curve.

For the cases where HASH-1400 was the only source used for a failure

rate, the above methodology was used to generate a broader generic curve

from the distribution of MASH-1400. The applied range factor, however,

was not necessarily the same for each case. Several examples of this
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situation can be found in the detailed failure rate description of

Reference H.2-17.

Similarly, we assign a range factor of 10 for the GCR (Reference H.2-12)

estimate. This reflects a lower degree of confidence in the estimate of

Reference H.2-12.

These range factors can be used to obtain the corresponding o. values
1

by using Equation (H.2.42). The results are F1=0.67, o =0.98,

and o3=1.40, for llASH-1400, N-1363, and GCR, respectively. These

values as well as the estimate from the three sources were used as the

main input to the mode 2 of the computer code BEST that calculates

Equations (M.2.48) through (M.2.51) and obtains an expected curve based

on an integration similar to Equation (H.2.19).

The resulting histogram has the following characteristics:

5th Percentile: 8.4 x 10 4

50th Percentile: 1.5 x 10 3

95th Percentile: 7.4 x 10

Mean: 2.0 x 10

H.2.1.1.3 Generic Distributions Based on a 51ixture of Type 1 and Type 2

Data

An obvious extension of the situations discussed in Sections H.2.1.3.1

and H.2.1.3.2 is the case where a mixture of 12 and 11 information is
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availabl e. In this case, the equivalent of Equations (H.2.10)

and (H.2.45) is

P(8II2 Ig ~ I0) k L(I2 I1(< I0)P0(8(I0) (H.2.56)

If I1 and I2 are independent pieces of information

L(I2 I1 ) I0) L(I2) I0)L(I1 t I0) (H.2.57)

where the terms in the right-hand side of the equation are defined by

Equations (H.2.12) and (H.2.46) .

The expected distribution of X can now be found from

g() ) = f y(X [()) P (6 i)E, 1),10)de
0

(H.2.58)

~Exam le

As an example, we use the combination of the data given in the examples

in Sections H.2.1.1.1 and H.2.1.1.2.2. This information was used as the

main input to mode 3 of the computer code BEST4, which calculates

Equations (H.2.56) through (H.2.58). The resulting discretized

distributi on has the following characteristi cs:

5th Percentile: 7.49 x 10 4

50th Percentile: 2.84 x 10
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95th Percentile: 1.05 x 10

Hean: 4.30 x 10

H.2.1.1.4 Development of Generic Fai"lure Rate Distributions

Developing a generic data base requires a thorough review, analysis, and

tabulation of the available generic data for each of the identified

component failure modes. The PLG generic data base is proprietary. It
was updated to its current form during the Seabrook PRA

(Reference H.2-18), and it is documented in Reference H.2-17, a PLG

. proprietary r eport. This PLG generic data base was used as the generic

data basis for the Diablo Canyon Unit I PRA. In addition to generic data

sources, several well documented site-specific failure rate data from

power plants examined in previous or ongoing risk studies were used in

the development of the generic data base. This assures that the final

failure rate distributions accurately reflect all information currently

available.

A practical difficulty in using the available generic estimates in the

process of developing generic distributions was the lack of

standardization fn the generic 'literature. This dictates that utilizing

generic sources involves much more than a simple catalog of published

failure rate estimates. Each source presents its own unique set of

advantages and drawbacks, and these factors must be carefully evaluated

before a meaningful comparative analysis may be performed. Typical

problems encountered include incompatibility between failure and test

data, inclusion of failures due to other than hardware related causes,
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exclusion of failures due to licensing based reporting criteria, and a

general lack of specific documentation of assumptions made, boundary

conditions, and methodologies applied. Often it is simply not possible

to discern the reasons for significant differences among several sources

publishing data for the same component failure mode.

Because of the inherent difficulty in ascertaining the direct

comparability among these various estimates, the only practical approach

to the problem is the assignment of subjective "weighting factors" to

each piece of data, based upon the perceived compatibility of the source

with the desired failure rate information. These weights are assigned by

assessing either a range factor or o parameter for the likelihood

,functions for each source according to the models discussed in

Section H.2.1.2. This process is computerized via the computer code

BEST4, which takes as input various point estimates and corresponding

subjective range factors as well as plant-specific experience of the

component in question at various plants. The code then performs Bayesian

calculations based on the models and generates an average distribution

for the failure rate representing source to source and/or plant to plant

variability of the data. This process involves several iterations in

running the code and reviewing the results,to ensure that the range of

discrete probability distribution is a reasonable representation of the

input information and that the binning of the distribution (20 bins or

less) was done properly.

In other cases, where only one source of data was available for the

component, failure rate distributions were represented as lognormal. In
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general, these failure rate distributi ons were derived by defining the

median value and range factor as the two most physically meaningful

parameters of the lognormal distribution (the range factor is defined

here as the ratio of the 95th percentile to the median, or the square

root of the ratio of the 95th and 5th percentiles). In order to provide

traceable documentation of the data sources used in this analysis, the

median value of such distributions was based on published data. The

range factor was subjectively assigned such that the resulting 5th and

95th percentiles of the distributi on represent realistic bounds for

expected or observed component failure rates.

The relative magnitudes of the range factors developed for the various

distributions were influenced by a set of consistent evaluation

criteria. In general, range factors significantly greater than 10

(i.e., a span of more than 100 in failure frequency between the 5th and

95th percentiles) were considered to produce distributions so broad as to

convey a nearly uninformed state of knowledge and, therefore, would be of

marginal utility in any quantification process. The mean value of such a

broad distribution, while defined mathematically, is virtually

meaningless as a representation of expected component performance

because, in truth, very little is known about how the entire population

behaves. Some distributions were assigned range factors on the order

of 10. Typically, these distributions were characterized by sparse

generic data not closely correlated to the desired component failure mode

and a relatively low degree of confidence in the available source, It is

felt that a distribution this broad conveys only marginal knowledge as to

the behavior of a population and is generally indicative of the

application of good engineering judgment to minimal prior information.
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Some distributions were assigned range factors on the order of 3 to 5

(i.e., spans of approximately 10 to 25 between the 5th and 95th

probability percentiles). awhile these distributions are still relatively

broad, they represent a higher degree of confidence in the failure rate

estimate used as the median value.

Treatment of the generic distributions fr om IEEE STO-500 (Reference H.2-4)

is discussed in the following. This reference contains data for

electronic, electrical, and sensing components. The reported values were

mainly synthesized from the opinions of some 200 experts (a form of the

Delphi procedure was used). Each expert reported a "low," "recomnended,"

and "high" value of the failure rate under normal conditions and a

"maximum" value which would be applicabl e .under all conditi ons (including

abnormal ones). The pooling of the estimates was done using geometric

averaging technique, e.g.,

H

X = P x
max ."> (max, .i) (H.2.59)

This method of averaging was considered a better representation of the

expert estimates, which were often given in terms of negative powers

of 10. In effect, the usual arithmetic averages of the exponents were

used, which, as discussed in Section H.2.1.1.2.l, is a special case of

the Bayesian model presen ted in this report.

Reference H.2-4 does not recommend a distribution. The method of

averaging, however, suggests that the authors have in mind a lognormal
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distribution. Our task now is to determine this distribution from the

given information.

The recommenaed value is suggested to be used as a "best" estimate. The

«ord "best" is, of course, subject to different interpretations. Me have

decided to use it as the median value mainly for two reasons. First, for

skewed, lognorma1 type distributions, the median is a more representative

measure of central tendency than the mean, which is very sensitive to the

tails of the distribution. Thus, we suspect that the experts who

submitted their "recommended" estimates actually had in mind median

values. Experimental evidence (Reference H.2-19) also indicates that

assessors tend to bias their estimates of mean values toward the

medians. The second reason is that this choice is conservative, since

the mean value of our resulting distribution is then larger than the

"recommended" value. The "maximum" value is taken to be the

95th percentile of the lognormal distribution.

For the majority of the components for Oiablo Canyon Unit 1 PRA, generic

component failure rates were taken from the PLG generic data base

(Reference H.2-17). In a few cases, additional generic distributions had

to be developed for some specific types of equipment. Reference H.2-17

provides detailea documentation of the generic distributions used in this

study. The mean values of the generic distributions are listed in this

appendix, in conjunction with the Diablo Canyon Unit 1-specific failure

rate distributions.
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M.2.1.2 Data 5 ecialization

Data specialization or the development of plant-specific failure rate

distribution is achieved by applying Bayes'heorem as

(" lE2 k L(E21"»P (") (H.2.60)

where P(~ tE2) is the plant-specific failure rate distribution

reflecting the plant-specific experience E2, and the generic

distribution PD(X) is the prior state of knowledge about the failure

rate of the component in question. The likelihood term, L(E2(X),

takes the form of a Poisson distribution when i is the rate of failur e

per unit time and the evidence E2 is k failures in T time units

P(k,k(T) = k, e
()T) -)T

(H. 2. 61)

If i is a demand failure frequency and E2 is k failures in 0 demands,

then L(E2I>) is a binomial distribution

P(k'k )D) ~k> r () X) (M.2.62)

The magnitude of the effect of adding plant-specific data depends on the

relative strength of the data compared with the prior level of confidence

expressed in the form of the spread of the prior distribution. Typically

both the location and the spread of the posterior or updated distribution

is affected by the plant-specific evidence. The mean value of the

updated distribution could be higher or lower than the mean of the
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generic prior but adding the plant-specific data normally reduces the

spread of the distribution, as shown in the following example. The

generic distribution for the NiOY demand failure frequency presented in

the example of Section H.2.1.1.3 was, updated with 15 failures in

5,315 demands. Calculations were performed using mode 4 of the computer

code BEST4. The followin'g table compares some basic characteristics for

the generic prior and updated distributions.

Wean 5th 95th
(per demand) Percentile Percentile

Generic

Updated 2.87 x 10 3 1.57 x 10 3 2.57 x 10 3 3.85 x 10 3
I

4.30 x 10 3 7.49 x 10 " 2.84 x 10"3 1.05 x 10 2

H.2.2 COMMON) CAUSE FAILURE PARAMETERS

In the DCPRA, such dependent failures as common cause failures at the

systems level are treated either explicitly by means of identifying

causes of dependent failure and incorporating them into the systems or

event sequence models or implicitly by using certain parameters to

account for their contribution to the unavailability of the systems.

Examples of the first category are the sharing of common components,

fires, floods, and certain types of human error during test and

maintenance. This section deals with the second category, addressing

common cause failures that are not covered in the first category, such as

design errors, construction errors, procedural deficiencies, and

unforeseen environmental variations.
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The parametric model used in this study to quantify the effect of the

second category of dependent failures is known as the alpha factor method

(Reference H.2-20). The following is an overview of the method and the

Bayesian technique used ir, developing state-of-knowledge distributions

reflecting various sources of uncertainty in estimating the parameters of

the method.

H.2.2.1 Overview of the Al ha Factor Method

In modeling common cause failures we have assumed that there is a certain

degree of exchangeability in the way that common cause events impact

multiple redundant components. For example, the frequency of failure of

components A and B in a system of three identical and redundant

components, A, B, and C, is assumed to be the same as the frequency of

failure of components B and C due to common cause.

AB BC,AC 2
(H.2.63)

in other words, the frequency of multiple component failures depends only

on the number and not on-the particular combination of components

involved. Given this exchangeability or symmetry assumption, the

unavailability of a system due to common cause failures can be written in

terms of a set of basic frequencies defined as

gk = frequency 'of simultaneous failure of k components.

Currently, available system success and failure data do allow us to

estimate (} 's directly. The a-factor model develops estimates for
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Qk's in terms of the total component failure rate typically available

from generic sources of data and a set of parameters obtainable from

component failure data .

To describe the model, we consider a system of m identical redundant

components and define

ek = fraction of failure events involving k components due to
common cause.

Using the "basic parameters" Qk defined as

Qk
= frequency of failure of k components due to common cause,

we can see that

/mi Qk

k
= (k]~ (h.2.64)

~here

(H.2.65)

is the total frequency of all events involving one or more component

fa i lures.
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Using the system of equations given by Equation (H.2.64), we can write

0 = ——Q
m k

k In +t t (H.2.66)

Also, as a function of Q„'s, the total failure frequency of a

component, Q , is
c

c k~i (k-1) k
(H.2.67)

From Equations (H.2.66) and (H.2.67)', we get

o = Z (')—' "o
c k=1 k-1 m at t (M.2.68)

or

Qt
=

m Qc

kk=1

(M.2.69)

From Equations (H.2.66) and (H.2.69), we get

0 Qc

(k) Q kak
k=1

(M.2.7O)
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For a system of three components (m=3), the following forms hold.

01
Q

—
Q1 a c

(H.2.71)

02
c —

Q2 ctt c
(H.2.72)

03
Q 3 —

Q3 0 (H.2.73)

where

0 = +1 + 2+2 + 3+3

If the system success is two out of three, then the system unavailability
c

due to hardware failure can be written as

Q(2/3) =
3Q1 + 3Q + Q

3
(H.2.74)

Rewriting Equation (H.2.74) in terms of ak's and Q yieldsc

0 2

Q(2/3) =3~—gQ +3 —Q +3 —Q
]1) 2 2 3
(a~ c a c n c

(H.2.75)
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Estimators for the parameters of the alpha-factor model are developed in

the following. The evidence that is typically available on common cause

failures is of the form

E (nk k=1,..., m)

where

nk = number of events involving k failures due to conmon cause.

The likelihood of observing this evidence, given a set of values for

s is

''''' ''''
m ~(n ) 1'(n }

m

(H.2.76)

Note that

(H.2.77)

Using the likelihood of Equation (H.2.76) in Bayes'heorem results in

the posterior distribution of (ak k=1,...,m)

a . a IE) = N L(Ela ,...,a )z (a ,...,a )1'' 'm 1'"" m o 1''"' (H.2.78)

where N is a normalization factor.
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Since the 1ike1ihood is mu1tinomia1, using a Dirich1et prior distribution

of the form

I'(Al+A2+...A ) A„-1
~.t,....) ~~~ n '„'

2 "m k~1
(H.2.79 )

results in another Dirichlet distribution as the posterior, which has the,

same form as Equation (H.2.79) with the fol]owing parameters

Ak Ak nk k lp ~ ~ ~ ym (H.2.80)

The margina1 distribution of ak is a beta distribution with mean and

mode given by

Ak+ nk
mean: a

k m

~ (Ak'nk)
k=1

A +n -1
mode- u*-

k m

(Ak nk 1)
' k=1

k 1 y ~ ~ ~ ym

k li ~ ~ ~ ~ m

(H.2.81)

(H.Z.82)

For a uniform prior

Ak 1 k=ly ~ ~ ~ ym (H.2.83)
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Then

* nk
a

k m

p nk

k ly ~ o ~ ym (H.2.84)

which is the maximum likelihood estimator of a 's.
k

H.2.2.2 Assessment of Uncertaint

Point estimators developed in the previous section only provide single

values for the parameters of the a-factor model. However, since the

estimates are typically based on limited information, the true value of a

parameter may actually differ from the point estimate. The objective of

uncertainty analysis is to assess the range of values of each parameter

based on the available information and various sources of uncertainty.

Variation of the value of a parameter could be due to one or a

combination of the following reasons:

1. Size of the data sample.

2. Uncertainty in data classification.

3. Variation among the plahts in equipment systems and operational

philosophy.
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The following sections describe how each of the above sources of

uncertainty was treatea in this study.

H.2.2.2.1 Assessment of Uncertainty due to Data Sample Size

The first of these sources of uncertainty is a well-known subject in

statistics. Larger sets of failure and success data would result in

estimates with higher degrees of confidence simply because they are more

representative of the general population. For instance, in

Equation (H.2.84), the larger the total number of failure events given by

the term

m

n =gn„
k=1

the more accurate the estimated value of u. The mathematical models

presented in Equations (H.2.76) and (H.2.78) provide the mechanism for

handling this source of uncertainty.

H.2.2.2.2 Assessment of Uncertainty due to Data Classification

An important source of uncertainty is the judgments that are made in the

process of classification of data for use in quantifying co+non cause

parameters. Treatment of this type of uncertainty ana several other

aspects of data classification that have direct impact on the assessment

of common cause parameters are discussed below.
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Of fundamental importance in a meaningful assessment of the contribution

of common cause events to the system unavailability is a detailed review

and systematic classification of failure events experienced in the

nuclear industry. The data used for this study are based on review and

classification of several thousand failure events reported by U.S.

nuclear power plants, as'well as Diablo-specific component failure

events. The data classification approach was that of Reference H.2-21.

In short, events were classified into one of two categories of dependent

and independent events. Oependent events are those that involve several

component abnormalities that are casually related. All other events are

c lassified as independent. Abnormal states of components are classified

as either failed or functionally unavailable when, in both cases, the

component is not capable of performing its function according to a given

success criterion. The failed state app'lies to cases when, to restore

the component to operability, some kind of „repair or replacement action

on the component is necessary. A functionally unavailable component,

however, is capable of operating, but the function normally provided by

the component is unavailable due to loss of such input as motive power,

command signal, cooling water, air, etc.

Sometimes, although a given success criterion has been met and the

component has performed its function according to the success criterion,

some abnormalities are observed that indicate that the component is not

in its perfect or nominal condition. Although a component in such a

state may not be regarded as unavailable, there may exist the potential

of the component becoming unavailable, with time, due to changing

.conditions or due to more demanding operational modes. Events involving

these potentially unavailable states provide valuable information about
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causes and mechanisms of propagation of failures and thus should not be

ignored. The concept of potentially unavailable states also serves a

practical need for consistent classification of "grey area" cases and

difficult-to-classify situations. The "potentially unavailable"

component state category is defined for this situation. It refers to the

cases in which the component is capable of performing its function

according to a success criterion, but an incipient or degraded condition,

as defined below, exists.

~ Deoraded. The component is in such a state that it exhibits reduced

performance but insufficient degradation for declaring the component

unavailable according to the specified success criterion. Examples

of degraded states are relief valves opening prematurely outside the

technical specification limits but within a safety margin and pumps

producing less than 100K flow but within a stated performance margin.

~ ~loci ient. The component is in a condition thatif ,1eft unremedied,

could ultimately lead to a degraded or unavailable state. An example

is the case of an operating charging pump that is observed to have

excessive lube oil leakage. If left uncorrected, the lube oil would

reach a critical level and result in severe damage to the pump.

A key to distinguishing between degraded and incipient conditions is the

knowledge that an incipient condition has not progressed to the point of

a noticeable reduction in actual performance, as is the case with a

degraded condition.
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It is important to recognize that potentially unavailable is not

synonymous with hypothetical. Both incipient and degraded conditions are

indicative of observed, real component states that, without corrective

action, would likely lead to unavailable component states.

Dependent events were further grouped into events in which the cause of

failire of the component(s) of interest is the failure of another

component (component-caused events) and those in which the cause(s) of

fai lure(s) is something other than the state of another component

(root-caused events). Finally, events in the dependent category were

screened, based on a set of criteria for applicability to PRA-type

systems analysis in genera 1 and the DCPRA in particular. The criteria

for screening the generic data are defined in Reference H.2-17. The

events that are not screened out in this process are named "common cause

events" and are used to estimate the common cause model parameters.

In estimating the parameters of the a-factor model, a particular system

size must be considered. The next step is to c alculate the number of

component failures for each of the various "system impact" categories.

System impact category refers to the number of components being affected

in an event. For instance, if, in an event, two components are failed,

the system impact category for that event is 2. Me explain this step

with the aid of a hypothetical example.

Suppose that we want to estimate the common cause contribution to the

unavailability of a system of three identical redundant components .

Therefore, we need to estimate aI, <2, and a3 in addition to the
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failure rate of the component. Suppose, further, that the data after

screening indicate that there have been 88 independent events, involving

70 actual and 18 poten tial failures. In addition, assume that there have

been three colleen cause events:

~ Event l. In plant X; two components failed due to a cowen cause.

The event oc=urred in a system of two components. However, the cause

of failure was such that, if a similar event concurred in our example

system, it would most likely affect all three components.

~ 'vent 2. Two components failed in plant Y within a short period of

tire, but it cannot be determined, based on the event description,

whether the two failures shared the same failure cause. Moreover, it
is judged that the event would have the same impact if it occurred in

our example system.

~ Event 3. One component failed and another was in a degraded

condition (potential failure) due to the same cause in plant Z. The

impact of the event is judged to be the same in our example plant.

Event I involves a situation in which the data from a two-component

system should be "extrapolated" by postulating the impact of the cause of

the event on a three-component system. Therefore, with regard to the

"system impact" of this event, there are two hypotheses: (I) the cause

only affects two of the three components, and (2) it affects all three.

Heights can be assigned to each of the two hypotheses that reflect the

analyst's judgment regarding the two hypotheses. In Table H.2-1, this
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situation is represented by weights of 0.05 and 0.95 assigned to the

first and second hypothesis, respectively.

Event„2 also involves two hypotheses: (1) two components were affected

independently, and (2) the event is a common cause Failure of two

components. In Table H.2-1, a weight of 0.9 is assigned to the first
hypothesis, while the second one is given a weight of 0.1.

In event 3, we are dealing with a common cause situation. However, only

one component actually failed, while the state of the other one was

"potentially failed." He assign a weight of 0.10 to the hypothesis that

two components fai led. Consequently, a probability of 0.9 is assigned to

the alternative hypothesis.

Table H.2-1 sunearizes the information obtained .for the common cause

events in the form of effective number of failures in each impact

category.

Hote that in our example for the independent events, the effective number

of failures is 70 + (O.l)(18) = 71.8, where 0.1 is the weight given to

potenti al failures.

Based on the information provided in Table H.2-1, the number of events in

various impact categories are: n1 71.8 + 1.1, n2 1.05, and

n3 0.95. Therefore,

nt n1 + n2 + n3

~ 74.90
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Using these values in the maximum likelihood .stimator of

Equation (H.2.84) gives

ny
ay —= 0.9733

1 nt

n2
a2 ~ —< 0.0140

2 n

n3
e < —~ 0.0127

3 n

Note that.n> + o2 + n3 = 1, as expected. The above values for n>,

n2, and n3 can be used directly in the Bayesian formulation

Equations (H.2.76) and (H.2.79) with an appropriate prior to obtain the

combined effect of uncertainty on data classification as well as on the

data sample size discussed earlier in this section.

H.2.2.2.3 Plant-to-Plant Variability of the Alpha Factor Parameters

The third source of uncertainty is the variation of the value of the

parameters from plant to plant. This type of variability stems from the

fact that similar equipment and systems in various plants may show

inherently different failure rates due to a variety of reasons, such as

minor design differences within the same category of equipment and

variation in system designs and operating philosophies leading to

different coupling mechanisms.
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There are two approaches for dealing with this issue. One approach is to

assess the variability of the parameters, based on statistical evidence

from all plants without screwing events and based on their appli'cability

to the situation under consideration. This results in a wider range of

possible values for the parameters. In the second approach, failure

events from various plants are reclassified and events not considered to

be applicable to the plant or system of interest are excluded from the

data base. The result is the formation of a data sample much larger than

one based only on the records of the specific plant under consideration.

The resulting uncertainty range for the estimated parameters will
obviously be smaller in this case compared with a distribution

representing differences in plants. This reduction in uncertainty is the

result of app1ying the additional information about the specific

characteristics of the system being analyzed. This was the approach

taken in this study to quantify the common cause parameters.

H.2.2.3 Generic Common Cause Parameter Data Base

Based on the approach described in the previous section, the generic data

are normally screened for applicability to the particular systems

analyses being considered. In that sense, the industrywide data are

specialized to the Diablo Canyon plant even at the "generic" level. The

generic data used for this study and the result of Diablo-specific event

screening are documented in Section H.6. The data base included common

cause events for several key components, such as reactor trip breakers,

diesel generators, pumps, and valves. Mean values of the generic
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distributions are provided in Section H.3 in conjunction with the updated

distributions.

H.2.3 COHPONENT MAINTENANCE DATA

flaintenance activities th'at remove components from service and alter the

normal configurations of mechanical or electrical systems can provide a

significant contribution to the overall unavailability of those systems.

This section describes how generic and plant-specific maintenance data

were used to develop distributi ons for component maintenance

unavailability.

These distributi ons apply to maintenance performed during normal

operation or in some cases at hot shutdown (but not during cold

shutdown). These include both regularly scheduled preventive maintenance

activities and also unplanned maintenance events. The specific causes

leading to these maintenance activities can include repairs of component

failures experienced during operation, repairs of failures discovered

during periodic testing, removal of 'components from service for unplanned

testing or inspection, minor adjustments, and hardware modifications.

To quantify maintenance unavai1abiliti es, both the frequency and the mean

duration of maintenance are necessary. The frequency defines the rate at

which components are removed from service, while the mean duration is the
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average amount of time that the component will be out of service. The

unavailability due to maintenance is calculated according to

(H.2.85)

where f is the maintenance frequency and T is the mean maintenance

duration or, equivalently, the mean time to repair. Note that when f'T
f

is significantly less than 1, then

g fog
M

(H.2.86)

In order to obtain a state-of-knowledge distribution for the

maintenance-related unavailability 9, one thus needs

state-of-knowledge distributions for both f and T. Such distributions

were developed as described in the following.

H.2.3. 1 Fre uenc of Maintenance

The component maintenance frequency distributi ons for this study were

developed by updating generic maintenance frequency distributions using

plant-specific maintenance frequency data from Diablo Canyon Unit 1. The

method of updating was the same as that used in updating failure rates

(which was described in Section H.2.1.2 on data specialization). Ga eric

maintenance frequency distributions were developed for 17 different

categories of compona ts based on the component type and normal service

duty (i.e., operating or standby). The basis for these distributions is

described in the PLG proprietary data book (Reference H.2-17), and the
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component categories are presented in Figure H.2-5. The results of the

updating process are presented in Appendix H.3.4.3.

H.2.3.2 Duration of Maintenance

As defined in this data base, the duration of a maintenance event

includes the entire time period during which the affected component is

unavailable for operation. This is defined to be the period starting

when the component is originally isolated or otherwise removed from

service and ending when the component is returned to service in an

operable state. In many cases, this duration may be only weakly

depa dent on the actual time required for maintenance personnel to effect

the needed repairs.

Generic distributions for mean maintenance durations were developed for

12 categories of components based on the component type and the

inoperability limitations imposed by plant technical specifications. The

basis for these distributions is described in the PLG proprietary data

book (Reference H.2-17), and the component categories are presa ted in

Figure H.2-6. The distributions for plant-specific mean maintenance

durations were developed by updating these generic distributions with

Diablo Canyon data on component repair times. The technique used to

update these distributions is described below.

The computer code BEST4 (Reference H.2-8), which is used for Bayesian

estimation of parameters, is intended for estimation of event frequencies

based on a number of events, k, and a time period, T. To use this code
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to estimate mean maintenance durations, the plant-specific data on

maintenance duration have to be converted to equivalent values of k

and T. To do this, we made use of the fact that, according to the

Poisson model for component failures, the mean value of a failure
rate X can be estimated by

k
T (H.2.87)

where k is the number of failures observed in T time units. The variance

of this estimator is given by

Var[~) = Var(-) = ~ ~ Var(k)k 1

T ~F
1

(H.2.88)

If k has a Poisson distribution, then

Var(k) XT=~T = k (H.2.89)

so Equation (H.2.88) can be rewritten as

Varg) ~ 'ar(k) =1 k

T
(H.2.90)

By substituting m (the mean observed maintenance duration at Diabl o

Canyon Unit 1) for ~ in Equations (H.2.87) and (H.2.90), we then

computed appropriate values of k and T by solving the following equations:

A
m (H.2.91)
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Now, solving for k and T in Equations (H.2.89) and (H.2.90) we get:

m m num
T =—

Yar (m) 1/n ~ 0
Ill

(M.2.95)

and

2
n ~ (m)k=T'm=—

'2

Ill

(H.2.96)

Using these values for k and T with the corresponding prior distributions

(generated as aescribeo in Section M.2.3.2), BEST4 was used to develop

plant-specific posterior distributions for mean maintenance durations at

Diablo Canyon. In several cases, an adjustment to this procedure was

necessary. First, in instances with only one event (for which the
2

computed value of o equaled zero) or instances involving a small

number of events whose durations happened to be very close together (in

which case the computed value of o was extremely small), more2

reasonable estimates of a were developed judgmentally, based on
2

the values of o computed for other similar components. Second,2

it was assumed that the few durations that were longer than the allowed

technica 1 specifications represented data collection errors, so that

durations were truncated at the technical specification limit. Finally,

for components that were not subject to technical specifications, a few

events were omitted from the data base; these events had extremely long

durations (e.g., a year or more) atypical of the majority of the
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maintenance events for the components. The results of this process are

presented in Section H.3.4.3.

H.2.4 INITIATING EVENTS FREQUENCIES

The initiating events are divided into two groups according to the method

used for quantifying their frequencies. The first set is composed of

those events for which the available data from other nuclear power plants

are juoged to be relevant. This includes essentially all initiating

events except those involving failure of systems that have configurations

unique to the Diablo Canyon Unit I plant, requiring a plant-specific

analysis of those systems.

The methodology used to develop the generic and plant-specific

oistribution of the frequencies of the initiating events in the first
group is similar to one used for component failure rates, as described in

Section H.2. I. The details of the development of the generic freouencies

and the compiled raw data are described in Reference H.2-17.

The details of the development of the frequency of the initiating events

in the secono group (i.e., those requiring plant-specific analysis of the

systems involvea) are presented in Sections D.2 and E.10 of this report.
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TABLE H.2-1. EXAMPLE OF THE CALCULATION OF THE EFFECTIVE
NUMBER OF FAILURES FOR VARIOUS SYSTEM IMPACT CATEGORIES

Plant
PO

Impact Vector

P2 P3

Plant X

Event 1

Example Plant

0 1 0

0.05 0.95

Event 2
Plant Y

Example Plant

2(0.1) '.9
2(0.1) .0.9

Plant Z
Event 3

Example Plant

0.9

0.9

0.1

0.1

Total for Example Plant 8 0 1.05 0.95
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